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Give extra data to family or staff

Online registration opens
for COVID-19 vaccination
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH) has launched a new
online registration process that
allows citizens and residents to
register their desire to receive
the COVID-19 vaccine.
The new online registration
form is available on the Ministry's website. It allows people

who meet the requirements for
priority groups to request an
appointment to receive the
vaccine.
People who are not among
the currently listed priority categories can also register their
desire to receive the vaccine.
Their details will be saved by
MoPH and they will be sent a
notification as soon as they
C
Currently,
people aged
60 or above; healthcare
6
w
workers at risk of
COVID-19 infection,
C
and essential first
a
responders are eligible
re
for vaccination.
fo

Those not in the currently
listed priority groups
can also register for the
vaccine.

Second group includes
S
all those aged 50 or
a
above, people with
medical conditions, all
healthcare and essential
workers, and teachers.

become eligible for the vaccine
in the future, according to the
Ministry. The registration is
available on the following link:
https://app-covid19.moph.gov.
qa/en/instructions.html
“This service will enable
you to register with the MoPH
your interest to take the
COVID-19 vaccine, and if you
are in one of the first priority
groups, will enable you to
request an appointment to take
the vaccine. Even if you are not
in one of the listed priority
groups, your interest to take the
vaccine will be recorded and
saved by the MoPH, and you
will be contacted when you are
eligible,” the Ministry said on
its website.
In order to register for
COVID-19 vaccination, the user
will need to log in using their
National Authentication System
(NAS) 'TAWTHEEQ' username
and password. ÄP3

Qatar beat Japan in thriller at World Championship
Qatar’s Frankis Marzo attempts to score against Japan during their Group C match at the 27th IHF
Men’s Handball World Championship - Egypt 2021, in Alexandria, yesterday. The Asian champions
defeated Japan 31-29 after a thrilling battle to advance to the next stage of the global event. It was
Qatar’s second consecutive win after their opening win over Angola. ÄSTORY ON SPORT 12

Vaccine campaign expanded to all health centres
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH) has announced a major
expansion of the ongoing
COVID-19
vaccination
programme in the country. The
amendment includes change of
age, category of people eligible
for the vaccine, a new online
registration service and
expansion of the vaccination to
all the health centres in the
country.
The announcement comes
as part of implementing the
national strategy for vaccination against COVID-19, which
consists of four phases distributed over the course of this
year.
The decision to amend the
minimum age comes as part of
the first phase of the national
plan, which requires the
inclusion of younger age groups
gradually over the coming
weeks, said the Ministry.
“The expansion that began
yesterday in the COVID-19

The expansion that began
yesterday in the COVID-19
vaccination programme means
that we will be able to provide
the vaccine to a larger segment of
the community, and I invite all
people who meet the
requirements for vaccination to
book appointments for the
COVID-19 vaccine at the earliest
opportunity.
Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal
vaccination programme
means that we will be able to
provide the vaccine to a larger
segment of the community,
and I invite all people who
meet the requirements for
vaccination to book appointments for the COVID-19
vaccine at the earliest

opportunity,” said Chair of the
National Health Strategic
Group on COVID-19 and Head
of Infectious Diseases at
Hamad Medical Corporation,
Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal.
According to the Ministry,
the age limit for eligibility to
receive the vaccine has been

reduced from 65 years to 60
years.
Also now COVID-19 vaccines will be available in all 27
health centres, and the Ministry
has urged all people aged 60
and above as well as people
with severe chronic diseases to
take the vaccine.
The priority group eligible to
receive the COVID-19 vaccine
includes people who are vulnerable to severe complications
related to COVID-19, main front
line workers in certain ministries
and government institutions, and
students who received government scholarships and study
abroad.
People who are eligible and
are willing to receive the vaccine
can now register online, through
the Ministry's website.
“Although this phase of the
vaccination programme allows
us to provide the vaccine to
more people, we continue to
target the population groups
most vulnerable to the health
complications associated with

COVID-19 — the elderly and
people with some of the most
severe chronic diseases, as well
as key front line workers in the
health sector and key workers
in other public sectors, including
education, which will contribute
to ensuring that protection is
first provided to those most vulnerable to serious complications
from COVID-19,” said Dr. Al
Khal.
“Also students with government scholarships will be
given priority which will allow
our students to travel easily and
to provide them with the necessary protection against the
virus in order to ensure that they
do not stop studying.
“This programme is the
largest vaccination programme
ever implemented in Qatar, and
it is very important at the
moment that everyone continues
to wear face masks and follow
all precautionary measures as we
continue to see admissions into
hospital and intensive care units
due to COVID-19." ÄP3

Annual vehicle registration Schools told to ensure attendance
increases by 4.3%
in online and in-person classes
SIDI MOHAMED
THE PENINSULA

The General Directorate of
Traffic of the Ministry of
Interior (MoI) has said that the
number of vehicles in the
country in 2019 rose by 67,885,
bringing the total number to
1,655,704, showing an increase
of 4.3 percent compared to
2018.
Sharing information during
a virtual awareness seminar on
Traffic Law No. 19/2007 held
yesterday, traffic officials said
the number of driving licences
in the country also increased
in 2019 by 83,722 to a total of
1,612,218, showing an increase
of 5.5 percent compared to the
previous year.
Capt. Mohammed Abdullah
Al Kuwari, traffic awareness
officer at the Department, said
there is no reconciliation in
some traffic crimes and the violators are referred directly to
the Public Prosecution.
“Among these traffic crimes
are driving a vehicle without
obtaining a driving license or

with a license that is not meant
for that particular class of
vehicle,” he said, adding that
the punishment in this case is
imprisonment of a minimum
one month, and maximum 3
years, and/or a minimum fine
of QR10,000 and maximum
QR50,000.
“The punishment for
repeating the same violation
will be a compulsory minimum
imprisonment of one week, and
maximum 3 years, and a fine
of minimum QR20,000 and
maximum QR50,000,” he said.
The seminar aimed to raise
awareness of road safety
among the road users and
general public, and targeted the
people in-charge of transport
and traffic safety in companies,
establishments and schools, as
well as community members.
Capt. Al Kuwari said traffic
crimes that do not fall under
reconciliation clause also
include destroying traffic signs,
or any part of it, or shifting it,
or changing its content, or its
information or damaging it.

ÄP3

SANAULLAH ATAULLAH
THE PENINSULA

The Ministry of Education and
Higher Education (MoEHE) has
asked schools to ensure
students’ attendance in
in-person and online classes.
During a meeting with
schools’ representatives, the
Ministry said schools should
collaborate with parents for a
seamless transition between inperson and online classes.
“During the meeting, the
Ministry urged schools to
encourage parents and
guardians to ensure their
children go to schools or take
online lessons following their
attendance schedule,” Principal
of Pakistan International School
Qatar (PISQ), Nargis Raza Otho,
told The Peninsula.
Otho said schools were also
asked to call parents and convince them about the importance of attendance for the
quality education of their
children.
“The Ministry asked schools

In govern
government-run schools,
students with a chronic
disease a
and a medical
certificate
certificat can take classes
online bu
but have to sit the
exam in-person
at the school.
inSchools have
been directed
h
to take disciplinary
action
d
against students
who are
s
repeatedly
repeated absent after
warnings,
warnings following the
attendance
attendan policies of the
MoEHE.

to take disciplinary action
against students who are
repeatedly absent after
warnings, following the
attendance policies of the
MoEHE,” said Otho.
Responding to a question
about student attendance at
PISQ, she said the school
recorded an average of 85
percent attendance. However,
she noted, students’ attendance
for in-person classroom activities is higher, reaching 95
percent compared to the online

learning system, where it has
recorded about 60 percent.
She said the attendance of
pupils attending virtually
through Microsoft-Teams was
auto-generated.
Speaking about the reason
for the low turnout of students
in the online learning system,
Otho said: “The main reason
behind skipping online classes
is the laziness of students, especially when parents are not at
home, as it happens in cases of
working parents.” ÄP3

Top QOC official
appointed OCA
vice-president
QNA — DOHA

Qatar Olympic Committee
(QOC) Secretary-General
Jassim bin Rashid Al Buenain
(pictured) has been appointed
as an Olympic Council of Asia
(OCA)
Vice-President
following the OCA’s approval
of his nomination by the QOC.
As per the OCA Constitution, the QOC was entitled
to nominate a candidate for
this position after Doha was
awarded the 2030 Asian
Games.

Jassim Al Buenain was the
CEO of the Doha 2030 Bid
Committee and will be integral
to Qatar’s preparations for the
OCA’s flagship event.
Al Buenain said: “I am
honored to serve as a Vice
President on the OCA Executive Board. I would like to
thank HE OCA President
Sheikh Ahmad Al Fahad Al
Sabah and the whole OCA
family for this opportunity to
contribute to a brighter
sporting future for Asia. I am
also grateful to HE QOC President Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad
Al Thani for the nomination
and entrusting me to represent
Doha 2030 on the OCA Executive Board.
“As we said throughout our
Doha 2030 bid, Qatar is ready
to host the Asian Games now,
so we are able to use our cost
savings on infrastructure to
invest in sports development
across the continent. I am
looking forward to working
with my colleagues on the OCA
Executive Board and in NOCs
throughout Asia to ensure
Doha 2030 creates a positive
legacy right away.” Al Buenain
joins QOC Second Vice-President Dr Thani Abdulrahman
Al Kuwari as a Vice President
on the OCA Executive Board.
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Minister of Education and Higher Education
discusses cooperation with Iraq counterpart

Minister of Education and Higher Education H E Dr. Mohammed bin Abdulwahed Al
Hammadi met yesterday via videoconferencing with Minister of Higher Education
and Scientiﬁc Research of the Republic of Iraq, H E Dr. Nabil Kazem Abdel-Saheb.
They discussed aspects of cooperation between the State of Qatar and the Republic
of Iraq in the ﬁelds of higher education and scientiﬁc research and ways to support
and develop them. A number of officials from the Ministry of Education and Higher
Education participated in the meeting.

QRCS supports water projects in Yemen
QNA — DOHA

Qatar Red Crescent Society (QRCS)
announced yesterday that it recently
launched a new project to dig wells
and rehabilitate water projects in
Yemen. About 120,000 people from
five governorates— Taiz, Al Dhalea,
Saada, Hajjah, and Rayma— will
benefit from the project which costs
$10,978,70.
In a statement, QRCS said that
this project came to expand access
to clean drinking water and to meet
the needs of the most vulnerable
communities in Yemen as well as
providing more support to service
institutions so that it can provide the
minimum services and avoid the collapse due to weak capabilities and
resources available.
During the inauguration ceremony of the project in Taiz Governorate, representative of the committee in Dabaa Al Dakhil of Al
Shamayatayn district, Mamoun Abdul
Karim Muhammad, said: “We thank
the Qatari Red Crescent for its intervention and its response to the
humanitarian need of the people in
Dabaa Al Dakhil. We rehabilitate Well
(Al-Lus) with the support of our
people in Qatar, and about 1,000
people will benefit from it. It is
decided that the well will be

About 120,000 people in
ﬁve governorates — Taiz,
Al Dhalea, Saada, Hajjah,
and Rayma — will beneﬁt
from the project which
costs $10,978,70.
deepened and maintained and linked
to a local water distribution network,
to alleviate the suffering of the
people, especially with the scarcity
of water in the winter season”.
The project manager Eng. Yunus
Al Ariqi said that the project will carry
out drilling and rehabilitation works
for 53 manual wells, in addition to
installing solar-powered pumps,
building and rehabilitating 15 water
tanks with a capacity of 50 cubic
meters, and rehabilitating 73 wells.
The required needs will be provided
as a contribution from the Qatar Red
Crescent.
The depth of the hand wells in
the emeni countryside is between 25
and 30 meters, some of them are
drinkable and others have salty
water, as in the coastal areas.
Water projects in rural areas have
been suspended due to the increase
in the number of displaced people

fleeing the conflict areas to the countryside, the successive failures of the
pumps of artesian wells, the wornout and damaged pipes, the weakness
of water in the wells, and the high
prices of petroleum products in light
of the economic crisis.
According to the UN annual needs
document 2019, more than half of
Yemen’s districts are in urgent need
of support in the field of sanitation,
and more than 55 percent of the population in 197 districts cannot access
any source of improved water.
With limited access to safe
drinking water, local communities
are resorting to unsafe water sources,
only 24 percent of families treat
water at home. The response continues to focus on supporting the
infrastructure and rehabilitating the
existing water and sanitation networks, to prevent the spread of epidemic diseases such as cholera, diphtheria, dengue fever, and scabies.
It is worth mentioning that QRCS
has previously completed a similar
project for digging hand wells and
rehabilitating water projects, a total
of 34 manual wells in 8 directorates
in Taiz and Al-Hodeidah governorates. The project cost $400,000
funded by the donations of the philanthropists of Qatar, and benefits
about 35 thousand people.

Qatar reinforces its position
as global sporting destination
IRFAN BUKHARI
THE PENINSULA

The Government Communications Office (GCO) yesterday
highlighted Qatar’s success in
positioning itself as global
sporting hub.
“Qatar has reinforced its
position as a global destination
for major sporting events, implementing all necessary precautionary measures to combat
COVID-19 and resolving to continue with its ambitious plans to
host the 2022 FIFA World Cup
despite any challenge,” the GCO
said in a tweet sharing Qatar’s
sporting achievements of 2020
in a video.
GCO said that two FIFA
World Cup tournament stadiums
were inaugurated in 2020 while
90% of infrastructure has been
completed two years ahead of
the World Cup kick off.
It is to be noted that in June
last year, Qatar announced the
completion of Education City
Stadium. The stadium’s completion was marked during
special programmes on the
Supreme Committee for
Delivery & Legacy’s (SC) social
media platforms due to
COVID-19
pandemic

“Qatar has reinforced its
position as a global
destination for major
sporting events,
implementing all necessary
precautionary measures to
combat COVID-19 and
resolving to continue with
its ambitious plans to host
the 2022 FIFA World Cup
despite any challenge,” the
GCO said in a tweet
sharing Qatar’s sporting
achievements of 2020
in a video.
restrictions.
The highlight of the programmes was a speech by the
Amir H H Sheikh Tamim bin
Hamad Al Thani. The stadium’s
successful completion was dedicated to frontline workers who
worked tirelessly during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Nicknamed the ‘Diamond in the
Desert’, the 40,000-capacity
venue, located within Qatar
Foundation’s Education City, is
the first World Cup stadium to
achieve
a
five-star

sustainability rating under the
Global
Sustainability
Assessment System.
Then in December last year,
in the presence of Amir H H
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al
Thani, Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium
in Al Rayyan hosted the 48th
Amir Cup final on Qatar
National Day to become the
fourth fully operational 2022
FIFA World Cup tournament
venue to be inaugurated. The
40,000-capacity venue will
host seven matches during
Qatar 2022 up to the roundof-16 stage.
The GCO in the tweet said
that the Doha Diamond League
was the first global tournament
Qatar hosted during COVID-19
pandemic, attended by 117
global participants in which
strict precautionary measures
and health protocols were
implemented in accordance
with MoPH regulations.
The GCO added that the
success of the State of Qatar in
hosting international sporting
events in 2020 proves the country’s ability to overcome any
challenge. “Qatar was awarded
the 2030 Asian Games, and
promises to host an extraordinary competition with an

QLC begins National Leadership
Programs through virtual learning
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Qatar Leadership Centre (QLC)
announced its new cycle of
National Leadership Programs
through virtual learning.
Expanding on the Centre’s
mandate to develop and
empower leaders with the
ability to adapt and overcome
challenges, Dr. Ahmad Abdulla
Al Kuwari, General Manager of
QLC, said: “Through close collaboration, the Centre and its
partners are set to deliver a
groundbreaking National Leadership Programs experience, protecting the health of its participants, guest professors, and staff
without compromising the quality
of the leadership education.”
The Centre’s management
made the decision in careful
adherence to the Ministry of
Public Health’s requirements,
and after close consultations with

Dr. Ahmad Abdulla Al Kuwari,
General Manager QLC

its international academic
partners and designed to help
contain the spread of Covid-19.
The decision to rely on virtual
learning will be subject to periodic
assessment, in line with prevailing
safety guidelines in Qatar.
Dr. Al Kuwari added: “At

QLC, we have taken every
measure to ensure that the proficiency our participants will
acquire will continue to hold
the same prestige and value in
Qatar as they always have. The
professors have gone to great
lengths to cultivate a digital
classroom environment that
will encourage networking and
teamwork among participants
while challenging them and
simultaneously growing their
capabilities with flexible and
interactive tools.”
QLC coordinated with academic partner professors to
design these customised programs, focusing on delivering
leadership education through
digital means and providing
valuable resources to facilitate
participants’ coursework,
including virtual office hours
and access to digital partnering
libraries.

Ahmad Bin Ali Stadium in Al Rayyan hosted the 48th Amir Cup ﬁnal on Qatar National Day last December
to become the fourth fully operational 2022 FIFA World Cup tournament venue.

enduring legacy for Asia,” it
added.
Regarding 2021, the GCO
said that Qatar is looking
forward to 2021 with more than
60 sporting events already
planned.
It is to be mentioned here
that the Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) recently

announced the calendar of
sport events for the year 2021.
This year’s calendar will see 63
sport events, including 6 international sport events , the most
prominent of them are 2021
FIFA Club World Cup which will
be held from February 1 - 11,
FIVB Beach Volleyball World
Tour from February 22 to 26,

Commercial Bank CHI Al
Shaqab from February 25 to 27,
Longines Global Champions
Tour from March 4 to 6, FIVB
Beach Volleyball World TourKatara Beach Volleyball Cup
from March 8 to 12 and Table
Tennis final qualifiers and qualifying for Tokyo Olympics from
March 15 to 20.

Qatar strongly
condemns
attack in Kabul

MoPH reports 246 recoveries,
188 new COVID-19 cases

QNA — DOHA

The Ministry of Public Health
(MoPH) yesterday announced
the registration of 188 new
confirmed COVID-19 cases.
Among them 39 were travellers
returning from abroad.
Also 246 people have
recovered from the virus,
bringing the total number of
recovered cases in Qatar to
143,858. All new cases have
been introduced to isolation
and are receiving necessary
healthcare according to their
health status.
The total number of positive COVID-19 cases recorded
in Qatar is 147,277 and there are
3,173 active cases under
treatment. While the first phase
of COVID-19 vaccinations has
started in Qatar and in the
coming months it will be
available for the public for
free, the Ministry has stressed
it is important for everyone to
play their role in controlling
the virus by following precautionary measures including
adhering to physical distancing; avoiding close
contact with others, crowded
places, and confined closed
spaces where other people
congregate; wearing a face
mask and washing hands
regularly.
The Ministry further said
that measures to tackle
COVID-19 in Qatar have succeeded in flattening the curve
and limiting the spread of the

The State of Qatar expressed
strong condemnation and
denunciation of the killing of
a female judge and a female
employee of the Afghan
Ministry of Education, and the
wounding of the third women
in an attack targeting a vehicle
in the capital Kabul.
In a statement, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs reiterated the State of Qatar’s
firm position in rejecting violence and terrorism,
regardless of the motives and
reasons.
The statement expressed
the condolences of Qatar to
the families of the two
victims and to the government and people of
Afghanistan, wishing the
wounded a speedy recovery.

Temporary mobile station for technical
inspection of vehicles at Wadi Al Banat
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

A temporary mobile station for the technical inspection of vehicles
has been set up at Wadi Al Banat — North of Qatar University. The
station operates from Sunday to Thursday from 6 am to 12 noon.
The General Directorate of Traffic of the Ministry of Interior said
in a statement yesterday that the station came as part of the Ministry of Interior’s efforts to provide prompt and distinguished services,
and to facilitate procedures for visitors.
The station will contribute to relieving pressure on the Wadi AlBanat Station, which receives about 1,000 vehicles daily. It also
carries out all steps of the technical inspection process.

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

virus. Also Qatar’s proactive
and extensive testing of suspected cases has enabled us
to identify a high number of
positive cases in the
community.
The Ministry further said
that Qatar has one of the lowest
COVID-19 death rates in the
world, as a result of the country’s
young population,
proactive testing to identify
cases early and expanding hospital capacity, especially
intensive care, to ensure all
patients receive the medical
care they need and protecting
the elderly and those with
chronic diseases.
The Ministry asked people
to be careful and protect the
most vulnerable, while
COVID-19 restrictions are being
lifted.
“Even though restrictions
are being lifted, and numbers
are declining, this does not
mean that the COVID-19 pandemic is finished in Qatar –
people continue to be admitted
with moderate to severe
COVID-19 symptoms,” said the
Ministry.
“Unless we follow all precautionary measures, we may
experience a second wave of
the virus and see numbers
increasing – there are already
signs of this happening in
other countries around the
world. Now more than ever,
we must be careful and
protect the most vulnerable,”
it added.
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US university to name one of
its halls as QatarDebate Majlis
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Aligning with the Qatar-US
2021 Year of Culture, Western
Kentucky University (WKU) is,
to name one of its halls, the
QatarDebate Majlis.
The accolade reflects the
efforts of QatarDebate – a
member of Qatar Foundation
– towards promoting a culture
of debate and dialogue through
various programs, in cooperation with Western Kentucky
University (WKU) and several
other American universities.
QatarDebate seeks to promote
the Arabic language and enrich
its learners’ experience by
employing debate to develop
their language skills.
Last year represented a
milestone in the partnership
between QatarDebate and
WKU, as both parties were
scheduled to sign a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) in March on the sidelines
of the 5th International Schools
Debating Championship. Due
to the pandemic, both parties
signed the MoU in December
2020.
President of WKU, Timothy
Caboni said: “The relationship
between QatarDebate and
Western Kentucky University
is rooted in an infinite quest for
knowledge. We value critical

The relationship between
QatarDebate and Western
Kentucky University is
rooted in an infinite quest
for knowledge. We value
critical thinking in the
rigors of reasoned
discussion, through
constructive and open
dialogue.
Timothy Caboni
President of WKU
thinking in the rigors of reasoned discussion, through constructive and open dialogue.”
The agreement will provide
a basis for future cooperation
to spread the culture of debate
and discussion in the Arabic
language at WKU and in the US.
Executive Director of
QatarDebate Dr. Hayat Maraafi
said: “In the fall of 2020, we
worked with WKU to offer
debate skills courses to students, with a focus on developing their Arabic speaking
skills.
“In February of 2020, we
also organized the first edition
of the US High School Debating
Championship in Arabic, with
the participation of four schools

vying for a coveted league title
and to represent the US at the
QatarDebate-organized 5th
International Schools Debating
Championship in Doha. After
the success of the first US Universities Arabic Debating
Championship
2019,
QatarDebate will be organizing
the second edition of this tournament in 2021, with final dates
to be confirmed .”
Intending to advance the
Arabic language, QatarDebate,
in collaboration with several US
educational institutions,
delivered university courses
that teach debate skills for
Arabic language learners at four
US universities: the University
of Utah, WKU, the University of
Illinois, and the University of
Chicago.
QatarDebate developed a
close relationship with many
US educational institutions,
particularly QKU, which participated at the International
Universities Debating Championships in 2017 and 2019, both
held in Doha.
“We’ve been welcoming
students from Qatar to WKU for
more than three decades, and
we are thankful for
QatarDebate for hosting
Western Kentucky University
students, both in Doha and in
the United States,” said Caboni.

QatarDebate organised the ﬁrst edition of the US High School Debating Championship in Arabic last
February.

Croatia envoy joins ‘Plant Million Tree’ initiative
Ambassador of Croatia to Qatar, H E Drago Lovric, with Nasser Darwish from Park Section of Doha
Municipality, and other officials during a tree plantation event organised by the Public Parks Department
at the Ministry of Municipality and Environment (MME), under ‘Plant Million Tree’ initiative.

CRA publishes Qatar Spectrum Outlook
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Communications Regulatory Authority (CRA) has
published on its website a
document titled “Qatar
Spectrum Outlook.” The
document is one of its kind in
the region that provides the
stakeholders and interested
parties with an overview of
CRA’s overall approach to
managing Qatar’s radio
spectrum affairs until 2022.
The Spectrum Outlook
includes CRA’s priorities related
to some of its planned programs and projects for the radio
spectrum until 2022, including
CRA’s plans to update the
National Frequency Allocation
Plan (NFAP), review the radio
spectrum usage fees, and the
mechanism of the Quality of
Service mobile networks audit,
also it highlights some of CRA’s
strategic projects that will be
implemented before FIFA
World Cup - Qatar 2022.
“It is a true pleasure to
share Qatar Spectrum Outlook
with the stakeholders and
interested parties. This document was developed in line
with CRA’s keenness to manage

President of CRA,
H E Mohammed Ali Al Mannai

the radio spectrum effectively
and transparently, as it will help
us in enabling the stakeholders
and interested parties to understand CRA’s future plans and
programs related to the radio
spectrum management, especially that the FIFA World Cup
- Qatar 2022 is very close,” said
His Excellency Mohammed Ali
Al Mannai, President of CRA.
The document outlines
CRA’s plans to address issues
related to access to radio
spectrum, enabling new technologies, and availability of
resources to support telecom
services and applications that
are expected to require new or

Syrian painter depicts ancient Damascene architecture
RAYNALD C RIVERA
THE PENINSULA

The unique charm of ancient
Damascene architecture has been
captured on canvas by Syrian artist Salah
Eddin Al Bizri now on show at
“Damascus, Levant” exhibition unveiled
yesterday at Katara Cultural Village.
Considered one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the
world, Damascus has amazed many
people not only for its historic monuments but also for the distinct style
of old houses and buildings.
Using oil and acrylic, the artist,
who hails from Damascus, expressed
his love and memory of the city that
nurtured him through the 15
paintings on display at his first solo
exhibition in Katara.
“I wanted to show what is in my
imagination about my city, the colourful nature and unique architecture of my city,” Al Bizri told The
Peninsula.
The winding alleys along the
alluring exteriors of the houses in
neighbourhoods with their doors,
windows and facades designed with
characteristic geometric lines were

Syrian artist Salah Eddin Al Bizri (left), explains one of his artworks to Katara
General Manager Dr. Khalid bin Ibrahim Al Sulaiti (second right) and other
guests at the opening of “Damascus, levant” exhibition at Katara Building
18 yesterday.

depicted by the artist using vibrant
colours. The stunningly designed
structures are even made alive with
the presence of green-and-white
jasmine plants.
“I painted the structures with a
lot of jasmine flowers the city has
been known for. Damascus is often
called “The City of Jasmine” after the
flower which has a distinct magnif-

icent fragrance,” he said.
One of the works exhibited
shows Al Bizri’s depiction of the
spectacular courtyard of Khan Asaad
Pasha, one of the earliest and most
popular caravanserai in the world
and a major monument in Damascus.
It took the artist time to create
some of the paintings from a month
to over two months “to reflect on the

shadows” which are as crucial as his
choice of particular hues to employ.
On having his first exhibition in
Katara, he said: “This is the first time
I’m exhibiting in Katara, which is a
wonderful place to exhibit. I want to
thank Katara for giving me this
opportunity to display my paintings
here.”
Katara General Manager Prof. Dr.
Khalid bin Ibrahim Al Sulaiti led the
launch of the exhibition which is a
partnership between Katara and the
Syrian Embassy in Qatar. He noted
that Katara opens doors of cooperation with various embassies to
jointly work on different events and
exhibitions in line with its cultural
mission.
He said the exhibition introduces
Katara’s visitors from various nationalities to Damascus with its vibrant
culture, art and heritage significantly linked to history of
humanity. He stressed art as a
common language of humanity and
Katara’s keenness to bring people
together through art.
“Damascus, Levant” exhibition
runs until January 29 at Gallery 2 of
Katara Building 18.

Schools told to ensure attendance in online and in-person classes
FROM PAGE 1

She also asserted that another
reason is the lack of resources
for some students. However, she
hoped such problems will soon
be resolved and online learning
will go smoothly without any
obstacle in the future. “We are
committed to providing quality
education to our students under
any circumstances and are
hopeful that parents will fully
cooperate with us in this regard
so that we can ensure a smooth
functioning of the school and
come out of these trying times
together, stronger than ever.”
Meanwhile, a government
school yesterday sent text messages

Nargis Raza Otho, Principal, PISQ

to parents informing them about the
Ministry’s attendance policies and
the disciplinary actions to be taken

against absentees. “We inform you
that based on the instructions of the
Ministry of Education and Higher
Education, a student who is sick
with a chronic disease and has a
medical certificate ... will take online
lessons, provided that he/she will
take the examination in-person at
the school,” the message read.
The school said that the
exemption is for the sick students only and not a family
member. Accordingly, students
who were exempted from school
hours during the first semester
due to the illness of one of their
family members should attend
the schools because now their
absence will be calculated as

absence without an excuse following the provisions of the
behavioural assessment policy,
the message added.
According to the Ministry’s
attendance policy, a student will
be marked absent when he/she
does not attend school without
any valid reason during the
working days of the school.
On their part, schools should
also follow up on the absence of
all students accurately and
create an attractive environment
for students. The schools should
educate students about the
importance of attendance and
disciplinary actions against
absentees.

additional radio spectrum in
the coming years, especially
during the hosting of the FIFA
World Cup - Qatar 2022. The
CRA ensures to appropriately
and practically meets the radio
spectrum needs of a diverse
range of actual and potential
radio spectrum users. During
the development of the document, the CRA ensured to take
into consideration a wide range
of factors that influence the
demand for and the supply of
radio spectrum, including enduser demand, technology
changes or advancements, the
international harmonization of
the radio spectrum, and relevant national or international
policies.
It is worth mentioning that
the CRA adopted Qatar
Spectrum Outlook after taking
into account the views and
comments received earlier and
related to the CRA’s public consultation conducted in this
regard. Stakeholders, concerned, and interested parties
submitted the views and comments from the local and international Information and Communications Technology
industry.

Vaccine campaign expanded
to all health centres
FROM PAGE 1

Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal added: It is also important
that all members of society adhere to the fourstage national vaccination plan against COVID-19
and wait until it is their turn to get the vaccine,
given that all individuals aged 16 and over will
be covered by the vaccine.” For more information, people have been urged to visit MoPH
website for a full list of health centres that provide
the COVID-19 vaccine or get general information
about the COVID-19 vaccine and the online form
for requesting the vaccine.

Annual vehicle registration
increases by 4.3%
FROM PAGE 1

The punishment in this case is imprisonment
of minimum one month, and maximum 3 years
and/or fine of up tp QR50,000. He said the
traffic crimes that fall under reconciliation
include driving an unregistered vehicle and
driving a vehicle on the road without renewal
of its license; the fine in both these cases can
be from QR1,500 to QR3,000.
Also driving a vehicle in the opposite
direction is among the traffic crimes that accept
reconciliation but the fine is about QR6,000
and a deduction of 6 points.

Online registration opens for vaccination
FROM PAGE 1

Those without an NAS account will have to create one. The
Ministry said the first group eligible for vaccination includes
front line healthcare workers who are at a risk of getting
infected, all adults aged 60 and above, essential first responders
from the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry of Defence.
The second group for registration includes all adults aged
50 to 59 years; adults of any age who have medical conditions
that put them at higher risk of having severe disease; any
healthcare workers; and essential workers and teachers.
The MoPH has approved Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19
vaccine for emergency use, as safe and effective. Qatar
launched the COVID-19 vaccination campaign on December
23. At present, Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine is provided
to citizens and residents for free. It includes two shots given
21 days apart. According to the Ministry, COVID-19 vaccines
are available at 27 health centres across the country. Authorities have urged all people aged 60 and over and people with
severe chronic diseases that are keen to take the vaccine to
register online.
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Judo champion Agbegnenou visits Sidra Medicine
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Sidra Medicine was
honoured to welcome,
Clarisse Agbegnenou, a
world judo champion and
French sportswoman, on a
tour of its hospital.
Agbegnenou who was in
Qatar for the International
Judo Federation (IJF) Doha
Masters 2021, was at Sidra
Medicine as part of a personal mission to meet with
the parents of preterm
babies. She is an Ambassador of SOS Prema a
French organization that
helps parents of premature
babies, to highlight the
importance of optimal care
and the value of family
involvement.
Agbegnenou was welcomed by a Sidra Medicine
delegation led by new Chief
Executive Officer, Dr.
Barbro Fridén, Acting Chief

Qatar envoy attends Poland Foreign Minister’s
meeting with heads of Arab diplomatic missions
Clarisse Agbegnenou (third right), with CEO of Sidra Medicine, Dr. Barbro Friden, Acting
Chief Medical Officer Prof. Ziyad M. Hijazi, and other officials.

Medical Officer, Prof. Ziyad
M. Hijazi; Division Chief of
Neonatology, Dr. Charlotte
Tscherning and Prof.

Younes Boudjemline,
Senior Attending Physician
from the Heart Center. She
taken to Sidra Medicine’s

Neonatal ICU unit where
she met with staff and some
of the parents of preterm
babies.

Ambassador of the State of Qatar to the Republic of Poland, H E Abdullah bin
Abdulrahman Fakhroo, participated in the meeting held by Minister for Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Poland, H E Zbigniew Rau, via videoconferencing, with
the heads of Arab diplomatic missions accredited to Poland. During the meeting,
they discussed relations between Poland and the Arab countries, and ways to
enhance bilateral cooperation, in addition to political international and regional
developments.

Bayanat Engineering Qatar
continues to provide innovative
security solutions to HIA
The expansion will
ensure HIA can
accommodate the
expected 60 million
passengers that will
be ﬂying to Qatar
during the World Cup.

THE PENINSULA — DOHA

In order to accommodate
millions of football fans who will
be travelling to Qatar in 2022 to
enjoy the biggest football event
in the world, Qatar has
announced an ambitious project
to expand the Hamad International Airport (HIA).
The expansion will ensure
HIA can accommodate the
expected 60 million passengers
that will be flying to Qatar
during the World Cup. The
expansion will ensure guests
flying to Qatar will be able to
enjoy the amazing facilities
available at HIA without being
overcrowded. 11,720 square feet
of retail, food and beverage
space will be added to the
airport, ensuring guests can
experience culinary delights
from around the world and a
luxury shopping experience.
HIA is an airport renowned
for its appearance and features
many beautiful wave-style
buildings. The expansion will see
a continuation of HIA’s existing
water and wave theme by
including an impressive 10,000
square-meter indoor tropical

garden, complete with a 268
square-meter water feature.
During the current state of
affairs, it is important to continue the development of the
sectors, especially before 2022
FIFA World Cup preparation for
Qatar. There are undergoing
developments in the Hamad
International—such
as
increasing safety and
expansion. Bayanat Engineering
Qatar, trusted solution provider
for Qatar Civil Aviation
Authority, is currently implementing safety with current

ongoing projects.
Hassan Ezzedine (pictured),
General Manager of Bayanat
Engineering Qatar, is always
striving for success and having
great vision for his company.
Bayanat Engineering Qatar is
the leading solutions provider
for aviation and engineering
government sectors including
Traffic Management, Military
Defence, Airside and Terminal
Systems with the deployment
of a wide range of Communication, Navigation, Surveillance,
Meteorological, Passenger and
Operation Management,
Lighting, Security and Information Technologies.
Hassan Ezzedine said:
“Preparation for 2022 FIFA
World Cup is vital for Qatar

– one of the aspects for Hamad
International Airport is to be
prepared for increased capacity
of its passengers, while keeping
the high standard of comfort
and safety.”
“Bayanat Engineering Qatar
always delivers best solutions
for the Qatar’s aviation sector,
in order to ensure the most
efficient and the safest way for
passengers to travel. We
believe in trust and our track
record is the indicator of that.
Strong leadership, support of
our shareholders, experienced
team and our partners –
makes Bayanat Engineering
Qatar one of the strongest
players in the market. Our goal
is to achieve the best and more

throughout our projects.”
In order to ensure passengers, feel comfortable flying
and to ensure passenger safety,
HIA has introduced multiple
virus mitigation systems to
ensure the airport is safe and
secure for 2022. The airport has
introduced thermal screening
for all passengers and staff.
Their Smart Screening Helmet
is a portable device that can
take the temperature of an individual via a contact-less measurement. The helmet operates
with infrared thermal imaging,
AI and augmented reality, to
take the temperature of a passenger efficiently.
In addition to that, HIA has
installed the Human Body

Temperature Scanners by
Bayanat Engineering Qatar that
are accurate, efficient and
precise. HIA has also currently
employed a team of disinfectant
robots, which have been
deployed in busy areas of the
airport to keep it safe and
disinfected.
Bayanat Engineering Qatar
is continuing to work for HIA
and provide their innovative
security solutions to HIA. This
ensures passengers flying to
Qatar for the 2022 World Cup
can have complete confidence
in their safety. Bayanat Engineering Qatar is glad to be the
part of the expansion, that will
accommodate fans from all over
the world during FIFA event.

MME participates
in meeting on IAEA
safety standards
QNA — DOHA

Represented by the Environmental Operations Department of the Environmental
Affairs Sector, the Ministry of Municipality
and Environment (MME) participated in a
meeting on communication effectiveness
and transparency training, as well as
improving information dissemination and
the using of access tools, in cooperation
with the Incident and Emergency Centre at
the International Atomic Energy Agency
(IAEA).
The meeting, which was held
via videoconferencing, discussed the work plan of the
Operations Manual for IAEA
Assessment and Prognosis
during a Nuclear or Radiological
Emergency, in addition to the
IAEA’s safety standards and
related topics, as well as analyzing available information and
predicating possible scenarios
based on evidence, scientific
knowledge and the capabilities
of the member states.
The IAEA specialises in establishing or adopting safety
standards to protect health and
reduce the level of danger to life

A signboard on IAEA’s safety standards and related topics placed
by MME at a coastal area.

and property, and applying
these standards, in addition to

procedures that cover various
aspects of emergency response.

150 referred to prosecution
for not wearing masks
QNA — DOHA

The designated authorities yesterday referred
150 people to the Public Prosecution for not
wearing masks in places where they are
mandatory.
The measure is in line with the Cabinet
decision, Decree Law No. 17 of 1990 on infectious
diseases, and the precautionary measures in force
in the country to contain the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19).
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HBKU’s CIS launches new volume of
student research journal Astrolabe
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The College of Islamic Studies
(CIS) at Hamad Bin Khalifa
University (HBKU) has launched
a new volume of Astrolabe: A CIS
Student Research Journal,
featuring faculty-reviewed
papers developed by graduate
students through their transdisciplinary coursework.
In keeping with CIS’ aim to
highlight the applied nature of
Islamic Studies, the new edition
of Astrolabe examines critical
topics affecting Muslim communities in the contemporary global
context.
The nine articles explore
interfaith efforts and expression,
contemporary understanding of
Shari’a, and Qur’anic exploration.
Other subject areas are Islamic
art analysis, the quality of elementary education, financial
development in nascent industries, reframing ideas within the
developing Islamic finance field,
and an exploration of veganism

In keeping with CIS’ aim
to highlight the applied
nature of Islamic Studies,
the new edition of
Astrolabe examines
critical topics affecting
Muslim communities in
the contemporary global
context.

through the lens of Islam.
The articles were selected
from submissions produced by
all academic programs at CIS,
which includes the PhD in
Islamic Finance and Economy,
the Master of Science in Islamic
Finance, the Master of Science in
Islamic Art, Architecture and
Urbanism, and Master of Arts
programs in Islamic Studies,
Applied Islamic Ethics, and Islam
and Global Affairs. The Astrolabe
journal is published by HBKU

Press on behalf of CIS.
Associate Dean of Academic
and Student Affairs, CIS, Dr.
Remah Gharib, said: “Astrolabe
is an expression of our students’
engagement in exploring new
knowledge possibilities. I am
greatly encouraged to see this
spirit of academic discovery and
feel certain that readers will be
enriched
by
the

thought-provoking content. I’d
like to express my appreciation
to our faculty on the Astrolabe
Advisory Committee, and to all
our faculty members for nurturing these student voices and
encouraging a vibrant academic
dialogue.”
Academic Journals and Publications Specialist, CIS, Sabika
Shaban, said: “Astrolabe provides a robust platform for students to showcase their forays
into graduate-level research and
share their explorations on
issues that fascinate them. Each
paper underwent a review
process with the support of our
esteemed faculty to ensure academic credibility, and it was a
learning experience for students
to participate in a publishing
process from responding to calls
for papers, managing multiple
deadlines, engaging with the
publishing party over their work,
and the well-earned satisfaction
of seeing their work in a published form.”
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MoCI, QP carry out joint
inspection campaign
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Ministry of Commerce and
Industry (MoCI) has carried an
inspection campaign jointly with
Qatar Petroleum (QP) on retail
outlets in Mesaieed Industrial
City in a bid to monitor the
degree of compliance with laws
and resolutions regulating
commercial activities, including
Law No. (5) of 2005 on
Commercial Registration, and
Law No. (5) of 2015 on
Commercial, Industrial and
Similar Public Shops, and Street
Vendors.
This campaign resulted in
the seizure and recording of two
violations: commercial licence
expiration and failure to comply
with the general and special
requirements.
The inspection campaign
comes as part of the Ministry’s
efforts to monitor and regulate
markets and commercial activities across Qatar, and monitor
the degree of compliance with
laws and regulations governing
commercial activities in a bid

to uncover and a crackdown
on violations.
The Ministry stressed that it
would not tolerate any negligence in terms of meeting obligations stipulated in Law No. (5)
of 2005 and Law No. (5) of 2015
and that it would intensify its
inspection campaigns to crack
down on such practices. The
Ministry said it would refer any
party that violates laws and Ministerial decisions to competent
authorities, who would take
appropriate measures against
violators to protect consumer
rights.
The Ministry urges all merchants and shopkeepers to
comply with applicable laws and
regulations governing commercial activities and invites
them to review them on its
website www.moci.gov.qa to
avoid legal accountability and
penalties. The Ministry also
urges all citizens and residents
to report any violations or
infractions related to registration and commercial
licensing through its channels.

Media Majlis at QF partner university wins top digital award
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

An innovative museum dedicated to exploring journalism,
communication, and media at
a Qatar Foundation partner
university has claimed a top
international digital award.
The Media Majlis at Northwestern University in Qatar –
one of the international universities based at Qatar Foundation’s (QF) Education City – won
the Educational Environments
category at the 2020 Digital
Signage Expo APEX Awards,
which recognise excellence in
using digital displays and interactive technology to engage visitors and viewers.
Opened in May 2019, the
Media Majlis is the Arab world’s

first media museum, with its
APEX Award being secured in
a category that saw it competing
against the Bill & Melinda Gates
Center for Computer Science
and Engineering, and the South
Florida Science Center and
Aquarium.
The accolade has been
awarded to QF and MOSECO,
the contractor that delivered the
Media Majlis project, following
judging by professionals from
across the digital industry.
The Media Majlis is also
Qatar’s first university
museum, with its content and
programs focusing on communication, journalism, and media
in the Arab world, while also
contributing to the global conversation on the constantly

changing media landscape.
It hosts exhibitions that
address major themes and
ideas in the media field that
have relevance to the region,
and enable visitors to engage
and participate through interactive features that use digital
technologies to challenge narratives and provide a 360degree view on local, regional,
and global stories.
The museum’s digital and
physical content allow the
museum to explore stories
from multiple perspectives.
Currently, the Media Majlis
is hosting an exhibition titled
Breaking News? How the
Smartphone Changed Journalism, which runs until May
29.

Ashghal distributes winter kits
Ashghal collaborated with Qatar Charity in the “Warmth & Peace” campaign to distribute 100 winter
kits among workers in Mesaimeer, Ashghal said on Twitter yesterday.

Ooredoo to continue its sponsorship of Yousef Al Darwish
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

Ooredoo Qatar has announced
it would continue its sponsorship of popular Qatari motorcyclist Yousef Al Darwish for a
second year.
Yousef currently races in the
Rieju Cup, the Spanish Championship 300, and the Asian Talent
Cup and will move up to the 600
SuperSport in the next racing
season. As part of the sponsorship, Yousef and his motorcycle will sport Ooredoo
branding at each event.
Director PR at Ooredoo
Sabah Rabiah Al Kuwari, said:
“We’re delighted to be supporting Yousef as he progresses
in his sporting career. We’re
keen to develop the next generation of Qatari motorcycle
talent, and we believe our athletes to be great role models for
Qatar’s children.
“Sponsorships such as
these support local talents to
do what they love best while
inspiring others to follow their
dreams, and we wish Yousef
all the best in the coming

Yousef Al Darwish currently races in the Rieju Cup, the Spanish
Championship 300, and the Asian Talent Cup and will move up
to the 600 SuperSport in the next racing season.

motorcycle racing season.”
Meanwhile, Al Darwish said:
“I want to thank Ooredoo for
their continued support. Sponsorships from companies help

us to continue our passion and
hopefully increase the interest
in motorcycle racing among a
wider section of Qatar’s
communities.”

The Media Majlis at Northwestern University in Qatar won the Educational Environments category at
the 2020 Digital Signage Expo APEX Awards.
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Coffee culture abuzz again as restrictions ease
AYENI OLUSEGUN
THE PENINSULA

The coffee culture in Qatar is
deeply-rooted. The Arabic
coffee (Qawha) or Karak (a
blend of tea, milk, water,
sugar, and cardamom, which
are boiled together and then
simmered over a low flame to
intensify the flavor) is
generally served to guests as
a welcome drink during family
gatherings, social functions,
traditional feasts, and other
special occasions.
This tradition expanded
outside the family and formal
gatherings with the inception
of small coffee houses. These
cafes have proliferated until
present in almost every corner
of the city, serving as hubs for
social gatherings, much like
the majlis. No matter what
time of the day, these local tea/
coffee shops are busy serving
people cups of coffee or Karak.
Like in most cities, coffee
shops responded to the
increasing demand for places
to socialize and stepped into
a broader, upscale evening
social venue. The introduction of international café
brands made Qatar’s coffee
culture blend traditional
coffee shops and modern
coffee chains.
It is typical to see people
grab a coffee from fancy restaurants or cafes at The PearlQatar with their friends. The
Souq Waqif provides a traditional or blast from the past
environment for friends to
meet up over coffee, just like
a random chai or Karak spot
or the ever-present tea stall
around the Museum of Islamic
Art. These places are a vital
thread of everyday life, no
matter a person’s status in
society.
According to Coffee
Business Intelligence, the
Middle East and the Gulf
region have a market of
between 4.5 and 5 million

Cafes are usually places where friends and family gather to discuss and unwind. These days professionals also use these spots to work. PICS:SALIM MATRAMKOT/THE PENINSULA

60-kilogram bags of coffee.
Qatar is among the top three
Arab countries leading the list
of coffee consumers (kg per
capita).
Besides being a leisure
spot and an outlet for understanding people’s culture,
cafes also serve as an office
away from the office for
many people. Most cafes are
equipped with power sockets
to charge devices, and fast
WIFI connections, making it
easy to keep track of work.
As
expected,
the
lockdown to prevent
COVID-19 from spreading has
been a significant disruption
to Qataris and Qatar residents’ social life making the
gradual easing of restrictions,
making the little teashops
and global cafes abuzz again,
and even sweeter development for many people in
the city.
“It’s a relief to be out
again to meet up with friends
and have a coffee or tea. The
lockdown period was necessary, and it helped us

According to Coffee
Business Intelligence, the
Middle East and the Gulf
region have a market of
between 4.5 and 5 million
60-kilogram bags of
coffee. Qatar is among the
top three Arab countries
leading the list of coffee
consumers (kg per capita).
navigate the tough time, but
being able to try to get back
to what normal is again is
good for the mind,” said
Brian, a Filipino expatriate.
Like many in Qatar, Brian
still works from home but
chooses to use a popular café
during work hours.
“Sometimes, I work late
into the night, and it is
perfect for me. I like the
smell of coffee and seeing
people at least seated around.
With social distancing, it
makes me feel like things will
be okay again.”

For some going out at night
is the only reprieve after a long
day at the office.
“I like the ambience and
the sea view. That’s why I
always come around at least
a few nights a week,” said

Ahmad, who regularly visits a
tea shop at the Corniche.
“This place has been here
a long time, and with its
location, there is no other way
for me to see the city at night
other than from this spot.

Everyone’s busy all day, here,
it’s quiet and peaceful.”
Though with a different
twist due to social distancing,
constant sanitizing, and face
masks, it is pleasant to see
these spots back to life again.

Katara to organise 'Writing
Children’s Stories' workshop
THE PENINSULA – DOHA

Indian community leaders during the book releasing event held at the ICC Doha.

Indian community leaders release
collection of poems by IIS alumna
THE PENINSULA – DOHA

A collection of poems in
English, ‘One World, One Life,
One You, Be You’ by Sameeha
Junaid, an alumna of Ideal
Indian School (IIS), Qatar, was
released at a function held at
Indian Cultural Centre recently.
The book, which contains
50 poems on the multiple
aspects of self that seeks solace
and confidence in the presentday wilderness, invites readers’
attention with its positive
approach and realistic
narrations.
The author dedicated her
book to fond memories of her
father, who died two years ago
while working in Doha. She
describes her father as a
mentor, inspiration, and everything. A special poem called
‘Daddy’s girl’ depicts her
father’s lasting influence on her
upbringing.
Junaid first wanted to be an
author at the age of 10 and fulfilled the dream at nineteen.
She had decided the title of this
book a long time ago and is on
the way to her second book - a
novel to inspire the readers. She
also admires photography and
strives to become a professional
photographer.

Sameeha Junaid

Sameeha is also an
Instagram blogger and shares
optimistic thoughts, mental
health awareness, and the value
of pain that strengthens the self.
Community leaders joined the
Ideal Indian School President
Dr. Hassan Kunhi and Principal
Syed Shoukath Ali in releasing
the book.
The outgoing President of

Indian Cultural Centre (ICC) A
P Manikantan; President-elect
P N Baburajan; ICBF Presidentelect Ziad Usman; President of
Centre of Indian Community
(CIC) K T Abdurahiman; former
president K C Abdul Latheef;
Brilliant group of Educational
Institutions
Director
Muhammed Ashraf; Al Suwayed
group Managing Director Dr.
Hamza V V; Yougo Payway
Managing Director Dr. Abdurahiman Karinchola; Qatar
Tech Managing Director Jeby K
John; Cultural Forum General
Secretary Rasheed Ali; Nadumuttom Qatar chief coordinator
Abida Zubair; Kozhikkode District Pravasi Association
Women’s Wing Convenor Femi
Gafoor; Radio Malayalam Head
of Marketing and Corporations
Relations, Noufal Abdulrahiman; Raheep Media Business
Development
Manager
Muhammed Shafi; Al Zaheen
Events
Head
Gafoor
Kozhikkode; Mediaplus CEO Dr.
Amanulla Vadakkangara
attended the function.
Pravasi Bharatiya Samman
winner and the President-elect
of Indian Sports Centre, Dr.
Mohan Thomas, and Advisory
Board Chairman of ICC KM Varghese, joined the event online.

The Cultural Village Foundation
(Katara) has announced it will
conduct a “Writing Children’s
Stories” workshop starting on
January 24.
The workshop comprises
eight sessions to be conducted
during Sundays for female
participants and Tuesdays for
male participants from 4 pm
to 6 pm at the Katara Library’s
headquarters for Arabic
Fiction, Building 32.
This first-of-its-kind
training workshop conducted
by Katara is aimed at participants aged 18 years and above
who wish to learn the art of
writing stories for children.
Those who want to participate
in the workshop must register
via e-mail: workshop@
kataranovels.com.
Sheikha bint Hamad bin
Ahmed Al Thani, the supervisor of the “Writing Children’s Stories” workshop, said
that this activity comes as a
continuation of the training
courses launched by the
Katara Prize for Arabic Novel
to teach the art of creative
writing.
The initiative has trained
more than 700 participants so
far, and The Promising Novelist Program, which launched
in February 2019, is based on
training talented girls on creative writing.
In October last year, five
winners were crowned at the
end of the first annual
program. Katara Publishing
House will print and market
the works of the five winners
during the current year 2021.
As part of the Summer
2020 activities, Katara
launched a short story competition that received wide
participation from all Arab
countries. Sheikha bint Hamad

One of the creative writing workshops conducted at Katara.

explained that the short story
is one of the literary forms
most capable of expressing
reality, the problems of life,
and their interactions, thus
developing the mind and
gaining new solutions to its
problems.
Short story writing also
develops the imagination. It is
important to pay attention to
the development of narrative
talents among young people
interested in writing stories
for children, she added.
She pointed out that the

workshop will conclude by
selecting the best story
models for the participants
and printing them in Katara
Publishing House.
The “Writing Children’s
Stories” workshop is supervised by writer Youssef
Baalouj, an Algerian cultural
and media activist born in
1987. He has worked in television, theatre, cinema, and
media. He has published five
books, including on theatre
and children’s literature.
Baalouj won many
prizes in Algeria and other
Arab countries, including
first place in the children’s
short story competition
about the Prophet’s biography, organized by Katara
last year.
During the same year, he
won The Silver Shield of the
Qanbar International Competition for Children’s Literature
in Iraq. He won first place in
the Theatrical Text Competition for Children of the Arab
Organization for Theater in
the United Arab Emirates.
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Northwestern Qatar to host media innovation symposium
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The short- and long-term implications
of the COVID-19 on media and technology will be the subject of an
upcoming symposium hosted by
Northwestern Qatar’s Digital Advancements and Media Applications Lab
(DAMA Lab).
The conference – Media Innovation
Symposium: Responses to the Pandemic – will feature a series of panels
with media experts who will address
topics that include the digitization of
sport, journalism in the digital age, and
creative writing during the
pandemic.
“This past year, the world had to
move quickly to respond to restrictions
imposed by the pandemic,” said
manager of the DAMA Lab, Eric Espig.
“Through this symposium, we are
bringing together media and technology leaders who will unpack the
reality of the changes in the media and
communication world and shed light

on what we can expect to see in the
near future," he said.
A panel on COVID-19, sport, and
media to be moderated by Craig
LaMay, a Northwestern professor who
is also an expert in sports media, will
address the slowdown in the growth
of global sport, the difference between
U.S. and European models of sport, the
rise of hybrid sport, digitization of
sport, and the demand for online
streaming of sports by media giants
Amazon and Facebook, among other
topics.
Joining LaMay on the panel will be
Mike Rowbottom of InsideTheGames,
and Gerard Akindes, from the Josoor
Institute.
To address the challenges and
opportunities for business owners in
the socially-distant, digital age, Northwestern Qatar Professor Venus S. Jin
will moderate a second panel with
Heba Q. Almasri, director of the startup
accelerator Qatar SportsTech; and
Ramy Abdulzaher, co-founder and

A Northwestern Qatar student using VR glasses.

COO of Bonocle, Inc.
The panel will provide a local
perspective on how startups had to

reinvent their business models to
survive the restrictions imposed by
the pandemic by turning towards

e-solutions and finding innovative
ways to meet the needs of the
market.
For creative writers, the pandemic
has been a different experience due to
the flexibility of their profession.
Authors Hala Alyan and Khaled
Khalifa will join a panel moderated by
Northwestern Qatar Professor Aaron
LaDuke to discuss the opportunities
and challenges writers face from a creative perspective and how they were
affected from a business and publishing
standpoint.
The conference, which will include
two additional panels – moderated by
Professor Marcela Pizzaro and Professor George Anghelcev – is the first
symposium organized by the DAMA
Lab – a community of designers, journalists, researchers, students, and educators that work on experiments in storytelling and research.
The symposium will take place virtually on January 28 starting at 11.30am
(GMT +3).

Birla Public School organises virtual science exhibition
THE PENINSULA — DOHA

The Primary II of Birla Public School
(BPS), Doha – Qatar organised ‘Home &
School Project’, a virtual science exhibition on January 9.
The exhibition provided a platform
for the students of grades III - IV to come
out with research-based innovative
projects on the theme of 5 R’s (Refuse,
Reduce, Reuse, Repurpose, Recycle).
Participating with great zeal and
enthusiasm, the students as well as the
parents showed great scientific
temperament.
This was proven with the number of
entries reaching to a count of 106.
The main motive of exhibition was
to encourage bonding between the
parent and the child.
It gave all parent participants a
chance to work hand in hand with their
kids and come up with amazing models.
Demonstrations and explanations
were given by the participants, and the
spectators including teachers were
greatly impressed by their
presentation.
“We at BPS feel it a moment of pride
to hold the Science Exhibition on a
virtual platform. It’s the first of its kind
leaving the audience spell bound, it also
proved that we Birlaities believe in
turning challenges into opportunities.
Tireless efforts of teachers were highly
appreciated,” said School Principal, A P
Sharma.
A P Sharma applauded the efforts put
in by the students as well as parents and
urged them to explore nature with a
rational outlook without harming it.
The event was also graced by the

Varshika Vijayabalan

Participants during a virtual science exhibition organised by BPS.

Vice Principal CBQED, Bhavana V S,
Primary II Coordinator, Bhayatri Pillai

and KG Coordinator, Josephine
Fernandes.

One of the sparkling Birlaites, Shriya
Shrikantha in bonding with the parent
displayed her project during the inaugural function.
With the key objective of bringing
out the best from students, the preliminary round was carried out in three different Zoom rooms.
The exhibits were monitored and
judged by a panel of subject experts.
The parents and students together
showcased their projects with full enthusiasm and vigour.
The parents testified that this project
gave them an opportunity to work with
their child and have a meaningful partnership as well as quality time with the
family members.
Feedback was also taken up for any
scope of further improvement.
The students benefitted through
sharing and exchanging of innovative
ideas.
The programme came to an end with
a successful note.

DMIS student
sets world record
in International
Book of Records
THE PENINSULA – DOHA

A student of Doha Modern
Indian School (DMIS) of Grade
1-G, Varshika Vijayabalan,
created a world record in the
International Book of Records
website for the title ‘Fastest
Time To Identify Country Flags
And Their Capitals In Reverse
Alphabetical Orders.’
The prodigy, Varshika,
identified all country flags and
their capitals in the reverse
order within a surprising eight
minutes and set a new world
record in the International
Book of Records in December
last year.

THROUGH THE LENS
Customised cars including antiques,
rare brands and motorcycles in different
hues and shapes were part of the
eighth edition of Qatar Custom Show
2021 which was held recently at Qatar
Racing Club. The 3-day event included
competition in various categories for
motorcycles and cars, and attracted
around 3,000 car and motorcycle
enthusiasts. The Show included
more than 100 customised cars and
motorcycles. The show witnessed wide
participation of Qatari enthusiasts
of cars and motorcycles, especially
classic cars.PICS: SALIM MATRAMKOT /
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E DI TORIAL
A wise strategy
QATAR is continuing its four-stage national COVID-19
vaccination plan on a strong footing. Now more people
can access the vaccine as the priority group age
threshold has been lowered. The Ministry of Public
Health said yesterday that all residents and citizens
aged 60 years and above are eligible to receive the
vaccine. Qatar will provide the vaccines to citizens and
residents free of charge.
The move aims to give priority in providing COVID-19
vaccines to people who are most vulnerable to severe
complications related to COVID-19 as well as the main
front line workers in certain ministries and government
institutions, and to students who received government
scholarships and who study abroad.
The decision to reduce age comes as part of the
first phase of the national plan which requires the
inclusion of younger age groups gradually over the
coming weeks. In this regard, the Ministry launched a
new website registration process that allows citizens
and residents to register their desire to receive the
vaccine.
The COVID-19 vaccination campaign started in the
country on December 23, soon after the Ministry of
Public Health approved Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19
vaccine for emergency use. In the first phase of vaccination, preference was given to those over 70 years of
age, adults in chronic care and home care facilities,
people over 16 years of age with severe chronic diseases and healthcare personnel most at risk of infection.
Later the age was reduced to 65 and above. The
vaccine consists of two shots, given three weeks apart.
Chair of the National Health Strategic Group on
COVID-19 and Head of Infectious Diseases at Hamad
Medical Corporation, Dr. Abdullatif Al Khal, said this is
the largest vaccination program ever implemented in
Qatar and added: “Although this phase of the vaccination program allows us to provide the vaccine to more
people, we continue to target the population groups
most vulnerable to the health complications associated
with COVID-19 — the elderly and people with some of
the most severe chronic diseases, as well as key frontline workers in the health sector and key workers in
other public sectors, including education.”
Also, Qatar is weeks away from receiving vaccine
developed by the US pharmaceutical company
Moderna. The second dose of Moderna’s vaccine is
given four weeks after the first dose. Both Moderna and
Pfizer-BioNTech shots are mRNA vaccines, made with
a groundbreaking new technology. They don’t contain
any coronavirus – meaning they cannot cause infection.
No major or significant side effects were reported on
those who received the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine in Qatar
as well as across the globe.
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Why many Asian countries are
being cautious on vaccines
IAIN MARLOW, LISA DU &
JINSHAN HONG
BLOOMBERG

The nations quickest to enact
social distancing and contacttracing systems have mostly
kept covid-19 in check, but
their citizens now find themselves lagging in receiving the
shots needed to finally end a
pandemic that has devastated
millions of lives.
Governments from Japan
and Australia to Hong Kong
and South Korea are taking
their time before granting
regulatory approvals for vaccines, in stark contrast to the
Western nations that have
rushed to inoculate
populations.
That cautious approach
may seem strange given the
urgency to resume normal
life, but low infection rates
mean that Asian governments
are able to wait to see how the
unprecedented vaccination
drives play out elsewhere.
Still, the strategy runs the risk
of leaving them economically
disadvantaged against places
that botched containment but
rushed out vaccination.
In New Zealand, which
has the top spot on Bloomberg’s Covid Resilience
Ranking of major economies
that have best fought the pandemic, the main opposition
party asked Prime Minister
Jacinda Ardern to explain why
the country “has fallen behind
the rest of the world with its
vaccine program.” In South
Korea, an editorial in newspaper Hankyoreh said “we
cannot forever ask people to
stop their daily lives and
endure the economic pain.”
But officials are defending
their pace as the safer
approach, and one that
they’ve earned. “It’s not a bad
thing to sit back a bit and see
how others are doing,” said
Lam Ching-choi, a medical
doctor and a member of the
Executive Council that advises
Hong Kong’s leader. “I’m
totally sympathetic where
they don’t have the luxury
and they need to do it in the
quickest manner to kill the
epidemic.”
Hong Kong, currently
reporting a few dozen
Covid-19 cases daily and with
a total death toll of 161 since
the pandemic began, has yet
to approve a single vaccine as
it awaits more detailed
clinical trial data ahead of a
planned vaccination drive to
start in February.
Australia, which shut its
border to non-residents when

A ﬁle photo of workers wearing protective gear disinfect the arrival gate as other workers check
passengers from overseas upon their arrival at the Incheon International Airport, amid the COVID19 pandemic in Incheon, South Korea.

the pandemic began and has
instituted strict lockdowns
when cases emerge, expects
to approve the vaccine
developed by Pfizer Inc. and
BioNTech SE by the end of
January and the AstraZeneca
vaccine next month, with
shots also beginning in
February.
By contrast, the US and
U.K. have already administered nearly 14 million shots
in total after expedited
approvals last month, while
Israel has delivered 2 million
doses, or 22 shots per 100
people.
Asian officials and health
experts remain anxious
because it’s the first use of this
particular mRNA technology
for vaccines, which instructs
the human body to produce
proteins that then develop
protective antibodies. It’s also
the first global vaccination
effort undertaken at such
great speed.
Although millions have
gotten jabs without incident,
there have been some allergic
reactions, including anaphylactic shock and incidents like
the death of a health worker
16 days after receiving the
Pfizer shot, though a link has
not been established.
“This extra time will allow
those countries to learn from
the experience of countries
that have commenced distribution,” said Adam Taylor, a
virologist at Griffith University in Australia. “The more
information you have on the
process of distribution and
the safety of the vaccines, the
more confidence you have in
your own rollout. The technology used for the Pfizer and
Moderna vaccines has never
been used before in humans

and although safety looks
good, the more data the
better.”
Some countries are concerned over the fact that
pharmaceutical companies
have been granted legal
immunity in rushed negotiations. South Korean Health
Minister Park Neunghoo said
countries have been forced
into “unfair contracts” with
these firms due to the “incomprehensible” nature of the
pandemic. Seoul plans to
administer shots in February.
“It is nearly universal
around the world that
extensive immunity from liability is being demanded”
from the companies, Park
said at a recent press briefing,
noting that Korean officials
need time to scrutinize safety
data closely since companies
won’t take responsibility for
any mishaps. “Rushing to vaccinate populations before we
identify risks is not so necessary for us.”
Such explanations may
not sit well with the citizenry
of Asian economies that were
hit by the virus before the
West, and have therefore
spent nearly a full year
wearing masks, staying at
home and abiding by strict
social distancing rules.
“Everyone is trying to
survive and I think they
should get the vaccines as
soon as possible to the people
who are comfortable taking
it,” said Aron Harilela,
Chairman of Harilela Hotels
Ltd. and former Chairman of
the Hong Kong General
Chamber of Commerce. “You
can keep on worrying that
you make the wrong decision,
but the whole world is taking
vaccines, because all

economies are gonna be on
their knees if we don’t open
up.”
In New Zealand -- which
closed its border early and
snuffed out the virus -- the
opposition has been critical of
the country’s slow vaccination timeline, citing a global
resurgence of the virus and
the emergence of more transmissible variants. New Zealand’s rollout is slated to begin
in the second half of 2021.
Deputy Prime Minister
Grant Robertson denied that
the country is merely being
“polite,” and said that other
countries with rising death
tolls have priority. “We’re
doing every single thing that
is possible to get the vaccines
here as soon as we can,” Robertson told NewstalkZB this
week.
Another reason for proceeding slower than desperate Western nations is that
they don’t want a botched
rollout to undermine public
confidence in the vaccines,
potentially jeopardizing the
ability to inoculate a sufficient
percentage of the population
for herd immunity.
That’s particularly
important among Asian populations where confidence in
vaccines is already low. A
World Economic ForumIpsos survey on global attitudes towards Covid-19 vaccines found that the percentage of respondents who
agreed with taking a vaccine
dropped up to 9 percentage
points from October to
December in countries
including Korea and Japan,
which is now posting record
numbers of new cases and is
slated to start inoculations in
late February.

A starting point on criminal justice
THE WASHINGTON POST

We did not have high expectations for the commission
that President Trump
appointed to “study crime . . .
and how we can restore
public confidence in law
enforcement to its rightful
place.” Its membership was
skewed, with only past and
present law enforcement officials represented, and its
proceedings were secretive
and closed. A federal judge
deemed the group in violation
of federal law and ordered its
findings to include a prominent disclaimer. So it’s a
pleasant surprise, and an
indication that law
enforcement professionals
and their critics can find some
common ground, that its final
report includes some useful
recommendations. The Biden
administration should build
on them while undertaking a

more expansive review of the
country’s criminal justice
system.
A day before Attorney
General William Barr left
office last month, he submitted
the 332-page report from the
President’s Commission on
Law Enforcement and the
Administration of Justice. To
help restore confidence in
police, the committee recommended that every state
require police departments to
have an independent agency
investigate all fatal shootings
and other serious use-of-force
incidents and make improvements in how complaints from
citizens are handled. Also
noteworthy were proposals to
allow officers to issue summonses for low-level offenses
instead of making arrests,
adjust felony thresholds for
nonviolent offenses, provide
mental health and substance
abuse screening for jail

inmates, and offer more help
to crime victims.
Those worthy ideas were
unfortunately accompanied
by some proposals that should
not even be considered, much
less endorsed. Most egregious
was the suggestion to rein in
progressive district attorneys
who choose not to prosecute
certain minor crimes, such as
possession of marijuana or
sleeping on the street. That
these officials have used their
well-established discretion to
concentrate on serious
offenses in a way that reflects
the public safety priorities of
their communities should be
commended, not condemned.
The report also defends and
advocates the preservation of
the qualified immunity that
has allowed police officers to
escape responsibility for
improper actions. It too often
hews to the strict - and outmoded - notions of

law-and-order traditionalists
that have resulted in mass
incarceration and police
excesses.
That failing is not surprising given the exclusion
from the commission of
voices from communities of
color most affected by overpolicing. The report’s complete silence on key issues of
systemic racism and mistrust
in law enforcement unfortunately has helped undermine
its useful recommendations,
with some critics suggesting
the work simply be discarded.
That’s shortsighted. Instead,
the report - along with the
thoughtful conclusions of the
prior Task Force on 21st
Century Policing commissioned by the Obama administration - should serve as
starting points for the soonto-be Biden administration as
it tackles the critical questions
facing US criminal justice.

Quote of the day
The holding of elections in the occupied West Bank,
including East Jerusalem, and Gaza will be a crucial
step towards Palestinian Unity, which would give
renewed legitimacy to national institutions, including a
democratically elected Parliament in Palestine.
Antonio Guterres, UN Secretary-General
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Lebanon in deal with Pfizer for 2.1 million vaccine doses
AP — BEIRUT

Lebanon finalised a deal with
Pfizer yesterday for 2.1 million
doses of the coronavirus
vaccine amid surge in infections
that has overwhelmed the
country's healthcare system.
The doses are to arrive in
Lebanon starting early February, according to Lebanon’s
health ministry.
The government's statement
said the Pfizer vaccines will be
complemented with another 2.7
million doses from the UN-led
programme to provide for
countries in need. It gave no
date for when those doses are
expected to arrive but said the
agreement was signed in
October.
A lawmaker earlier said the
Pfizer deal being negotiated is
for $18 a dose, a price that takes
into consideration Lebanon’s
economic troubles, and is
expected to cover 20% of the
population for free. A World
Bank loan is to cover most of
the cost.
Another 2 million doses are

Government says the
Pfizer vaccines will be
complemented with
another 2.7 million doses
from the UN-led
programme to provide
for countries in need.
being negotiated in coordination with Lebanon's private
sector and the other international pharmaceutical companies that have developed the
vaccines, the ministry said. It
named Oxford-Astrazeneca and
China's Sinopharm as the international sources.
Lebanon, a country of more
than 6 million, including at least
1 million refugees, has seen a
massive climb in infections
since Christmas and New Year
holidays. The surge has overwhelmed hospitals and the
health care system.
During the holiday season,
restrictions in place for months
to combat the virus were eased

People wait in line to get tested for the coronavirus disease, in the
town of Hasbaya, Lebanon, on Saturday.

to encourage spending by some
80,000 expatriates who
returned home to celebrate. The
pandemic has hit Lebanon at a
time when it already was struggling with a crippling economic
and financial crisis. The combination has sent the country's
currency tumbling, banks
putting informal controls on
withdrawals and businesses
shuttering around the country.

AP & REUTERS — ISTANBUL

QNA — NEW YORK

Palestinian policemen walk outside the Palestinian legislative
council in Ramallah, on Saturday.

elections in May, and presidential vote in July, would “contribute to restarting a process
towards a negotiated two-State
solution based on the pre-1967
lines, and in accordance with
relevant UN resolutions,

bilateral agreements and international law.”
He said the UN stood ready
to support all efforts on the part
of Palestinians to be able to
exercise their full democratic
rights.

A cargo ship sank off Turkey’s
Black Sea coast yesterday,
leaving at least three people
dead, Turkish authorities said.
Six others were rescued.
The transport ministry said
the Palau-flagged ship named
Arvin had anchored off the port
of Bartin in northern Turkey
due to bad weather, before
breaking into two pieces and
sinking.
Emergency workers saved
at least six crew members and
reached the bodies of two
others, the ministry’s naval
branch said on Twitter. Bartin’s
Governor Sinan Guner said a
third person had died,
according to the official
Anadolu news agency.
The navy sent a frigate to
assist rescue efforts. The
transport ministry said the ship
had 12 crew members,
including two Russians and 10
Ukrainians.
The cargo ship was en route
to Bulgaria from Georgia but the
Black Sea region has been buffeted by heavy rains, snow and

The transport ministry
said the Palau-flagged
ship named Arvin had
anchored off the port of
Bartin in northern
Turkey due to bad
weather, before
breaking into two pieces
and sinking.

strong winds.
Guner had initially said the
ship was a Russian dry freight
vessel that sank off the coast of
the Inkumu region in poor
weather, but later corrected
that.
"The ARVIN ship attempted
to take refuge at the Bartin port
due to poor weather conditions
as it carried cargo from Georgia
to Bulgaria," Guner was quoted
as saying by the Anadolu news
agency.
The coast guard said the
ship had sunk after taking in
water amid heavy weather conditions. Six crew members had

Iraq invites 71 missions, bodies to monitor electoral process
QNA — BAGHDAD

Iraq’s Independent High Electoral Commission (IHEC) has
invited international organisations and Arab and foreign
embassies to monitor the electoral process that will take
place on June 6.
The Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of Iraq provided the
Commission with the names of

52 Arab and foreign embassies
and 19 international organisations, and the Commission in
turn sent invitations to them to
monitor the stages of the electoral process, the Commission’s
spokesperson Jumana Al Ghalai
said in a press release.
There are 25 million citizens eligible to vote this year,
while about 15 million of them
have their biometric ID, she

added. The IHEC informed
earlier the Presidency of the
Republic, the Presidency of the
Government and the Presidency of Parliament, as well as
the political blocs of its inability
to hold the early elections
scheduled for next June.
The Commission said in a
statement that it is ready to
hold early parliamentary elections within the specified date

next June or any other time, no
later than next September, to
give more time for political
entities, candidates and all
voters to register and participate in the elections.
Iraqi Prime Minister
Mustafa Al Kadhimi had
announced earlier that the parliamentary elections would be
held on June 6, pledging to
provide
international

monitoring of the electoral
process.
Al
Kadhimi’s
announcement of the election
date was welcomed by the
United Nations which pledged
to support and work for its
success, however, the positions
of the political blocs are still
divided about the date and the
mechanisms for holding the
elections.

Beirut blast chemicals possibly linked
to Syrian businessmen: Report
REUTERS — BEIRUT/LONDON/
MOSCOW

The company that bought the
ammonium nitrate which
exploded in Beirut last August
had possible links to two Syrian
businessmen under US sanctions for ties to President Bashar
Al Assad, according to a report
by a Lebanese journalist and
London company filings.
Savaro Ltd, the trading firm
which procured the chemicals
in 2013, shared a London
address with companies linked
to George Haswani and Imad
Khoury, according to the report
by documentary film-maker
Firas Hatoum, which aired on
Lebanon’s Al Jadeed TV station
this week.
Haswani, Khoury and his
brother Mudalal Khoury have
all been sanctioned by Washington for supporting Assad’s
war effort. All three are joint
Syrian-Russian nationals,
according to the US sanctions
list and a database that gathers
data from official Russian
institutions.
The US Treasury accused
Mudalal Khoury in 2015 of “an

store the vaccine.
Israel and the Gulf countries
were the first in the Middle East
to secure vaccines and begin
inoculating their populations.
Iran announced it is banning the
import of American and British
vaccines and had started in
December the human test phase
of its homemade vaccine.
Neighbouring Syria, torn
by the 10-year conflict, is
waiting to secure vaccines
through the UN-led programme but President Bashar
Assad said he will discuss with
ally Russia acquiring the
vaccine developed there. Iraq
said it will secure Pfizer vaccines by early this year, but
has not released any more
information, including inoculation plans.
In Egypt, the Arab world's
most populous country, health
authorities said earlier this
month the Chinese vaccine has
been approved for emergency
use, and inoculations would
begin within two weeks. It is
also negotiating with Pfizer and
Oxford-Astrazeneca.

Cargo ship sinks off Black Sea
coast; 3 dead and 6 rescued

UN welcomes
Palestinian
announcement
of elections
UN Secretary-General Antonio
Guterres has welcomed the
announcement from Palestinian President Mahmoud
Abbas of the first full parliamentary and presidential elections in 15 years, scheduled to
begin in May.
The holding of elections in
the occupied West Bank,
including East Jerusalem, and
Gaza will be a crucial step
towards Palestinian unity,
which would give renewed
legitimacy to national institutions, including a democratically elected Parliament and
Government in Palestine, said
a statement issued on behalf of
Antonio
Guterres
on
Saturday.
Guterres also called on Palestinian authorities “to facilitate, strengthen and support
women’s political participation
throughout the electoral cycle.”
The UN chief said he hoped that
the planned parliamentary

As infections increased and
ICU beds filled up, authorities
imposed the strictest lockdown
yet starting last Thursday,
hoping that restrictions in place
until February 1 could help
contain the rise.
In recent weeks, between
4,000 and 5,000 infections
were recorded a day and a rise
in daily death tolls, up from
numbers that hovered around

1,000 since November.
In the first 11 days of January
alone, Lebanon’s Red Cross said
it has transported over 1,200
COVID-19 patients to
hospitals.
Lebanon has so far recorded
249,158 infections and some
1,866 deaths. Many have
expressed concern the
measures have come too late —
many hospitals have already
reached maximum capacity for
coronavirus patients, some have
run out of beds, oxygen tanks
and ventilators while others
have halted elective surgeries.
There are already calls to
extend the lockdown beyond
Valentine’s Day on February 14another widely celebrated
holiday in Lebanon.
Following bureaucratic
delays, the country now is
putting hopes on vaccines. Parliament approved on Friday the
law that allowed for signing the
final deal with Pfizer, offering
guarantees for pharmaceutical
companies for emergency
rollout of the vaccine. Lebanon
has at least 12 refrigerators to

attempted procurement of
ammonium nitrate in late 2013”.
It sanctioned his brother
Imad a year later for engaging
in business activities with
Mudalal. Haswani was sanctioned in 2015 on charges of
helping Assad’s government to
buy oil from Islamic State militants, which he has denied.
In reviewing filings with
Companies House, the UK’s
companies registry, Reuters
found that Savaro and Hesco
Engineering and Construction
Company Ltd, a firm subject to
US sanctions for its links to
Haswani, both moved their corporate registers — official
company records — to the same
London address on June 25,
2011.
That address was also the
registered office for IK
Petroleum Industrial Company
Ltd, in which Imad Khoury was
a director, the filings show.
Dozens of companies can
share listed addresses and such
links do not necessarily prove
company owners are connected. But it is rare for firms to
move their registers, particularly to the same address on the

same day, according to a
Reuters review of filings by
hundreds of companies.
Reuters located the agent
which had helped register
Hesco, but it did not respond to
attempts to seek comment
about Hesco’s relationship with
Savaro. Reuters could not
determine if Haswani controlled Savaro, which might
have provided a possible indication of his involvement in the
procurement of the ammonium
nitrate which exploded in
Beirut.
Imad Khoury denied links
to Savaro. “There is a registrar
in London, many companies are
registered by it, not just mine,”
he told Reuters. “I don’t know
this Savaro.” Mudalal Khoury
said there was “no logic” behind
laying blame for the Beirut
explosion on a company registered at a London address
where many others are also
registered. Reuters could not
reach Haswani for comment.
His son told Reuters in Moscow
that his father was unlikely to
comment on allegations of links
to the chemicals because they
are “total nonsense”. The

been rescued and efforts were
underway to rescue others, it
said in a statement.
The Russian state agency
overseeing sea and river fleets
said that only two crew
members were Russian
nationals and that the vessel
belonged to the Ukrainian
company Arvin Shipping Ltd.
A spokesman for Ukraine's
foreign ministry confirmed the
incident, saying Ukrainian
consuls were providing consular assistance on site as operations to find four remaining
sailors continued.
Guner said earlier that
civilian ships had also been
asked to help with the rescue
effort, but that operations were
hindered by heavy rain and
winds. The Turkish defence
ministry said it had also sent a
vessel to help with the rescue
operations.
"There are high waves, and
because of the waves the
(rescue) boat can't see its surroundings. We are trying to
reach them with directions
from the shore," Guner was
cited as saying.

Kuwait logs 378
new virus cases
QNA — KUWAIT

The Kuwaiti Ministry of Health
reported yesterday 378 new
cases of coronavirus
(COVID-19) in the past 24
hours, bringing the total of
confirmed cases in the country
to 157,777.
The Ministry’s spokesman
Dr. Abdullah Al Sanad said that
no deaths have been recorded
due to the virus in the past 24
hours, leaving the number of
deaths at 947 cases so far,
adding that the patients in
intensive care units have
reached 54.
The Kuwaiti Ministry of
Health announced earlier
Sunday the recovery of 464
people over the past 24 hours,
bringing the total number of
recoveries to 151,142.

Cases in Oman
reach 131,790
A ﬁle photo shows smoke rising from the site of an explosion in
Beirut’s port area, Lebanon, on August 4, 2020.

findings about the possible links
between Savaro and the Syrian
businessmen have raised questions among some in Beirut over
whether the ammonium nitrate,
which is used for fertilizer but
also explosives, may have been
destined for Syria.
“We want this to be investigated,” said Youssef Lahoud,
a lawyer who represents around
1,400 victims of the blast. “It
may lead us nowhere or it may
be the thread that unravels but
we must follow up.”
Lebanese Justice Minister
Marie Claude Najm said the
report should be investigated,

as with any other allegations
related to the ongoing probe
into the blast, which is in the
hands of the investigating judge
and is confidential.
The Companies House register identifies a Cypriot
national, Marina Psyllou, as
director and majority owner of
Savaro since 2016. Psyllou told
Reuters in an email that she
does not manage or own
Savaro. She did not respond to
questions about Haswani.
The Beirut blast killed 200
people, injured thousands and
destroyed
entire
neighbourhoods.

QNA — MUSCAT

The Omani Ministry of Health
announced yesterday that the
total reported cases of coronavirus (COVID-19) in the
Sultanate had reached 131,790.
The total number of deaths
due to COVID-19 reached
1,512, while the recoveries
stood at 124,067, bringing the
recoveries rate to 94.1 percent,
the Ministry said in a statement
carried by Oman News Agency
(ONA).
Patients who have been
isolated in hospitals due to
infections in the past 24 hours
reached 13, bringing the total
to 69, while patients in the
intensive care units reached
21, the Ministry added.
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Death toll from tribal clashes in West Darfur rises to 83
AP — CAIRO

The death toll from tribal
violence between Arabs and
non-Arabs in Sudan’s West
Darfur province climbed to at
least 83, including women
and children, a doctor’s union
and aid worker said, as
sporadic violence continued
yesterday.
The deadly clashes grew out
of a fistfight on Friday between
two people in a camp for displaced people in Genena, the
provincial capital. An Arab man
was stabbed to death and his
family, from the Arab Rizeigat
tribe, attacked the people in the
Krinding camp and other areas
on Saturday.
Among the dead was a US
citizen. Saeed Baraka, 36, from

Atlanta, had arrived in Sudan
less than two months ago to visit
his family in Darfur, his wife,
Safiya Mohammed, told AP.
The father of three children
rushed to relieve a neighbour
amid the clashes in the Jabal
village in West Darfur, when he
was shot in his head on Saturday, his brother-in-law Juma
Salih said.
The violence led to local
authorities imposing a roundthe-clock curfew on the entire
province. Besides the 83 killed,
at least 160 others were
wounded, according to Sudan’s
doctors’ committee in West
Darfur. It said there were troops
among the wounded.
It said clashes subsided by
midday yesterday and the
security situation started to

improve.
The committee is part of the
Sudanese Professionals Association, which spearheaded a
popular uprising that eventually
led to the military's ouster of
longtime autocratic president
Omar Al Bashir in April 2019.
The clashes pose a challenge
to efforts by Sudan’s transitional
government to end decadeslong rebellions in areas like
Darfur, where most people live
in camps for the displaced and
refugees.
Sudan is on a fragile path to
democracy and is being ruled
by a joint military-civilian
government.
That bout of violence came
two weeks after the UN Security
Council ended the joint UNAfrican Union peacekeeping

The clashes pose a
challenge to efforts by
Sudan’s transitional
government to end
decades-long rebellions
in areas like Darfur,
where most people live
in camps for the
displaced and refugees.
force’s mandate in the region.
The UNAMID force, established
in 2007, is expected to complete
its withdrawal by June 30.
It also puts into question the
transitional government’s
ability to stabilise the conflictravaged Darfur region.

Salah Saleh, a physician and
former medical director at the
main hospital in Genena, said
clashes renewed yesterday
morning at the Abu Zar camp
for internally displaced people,
south of the provincial capital.
He said most of the victims
were shot dead, or suffered
gunshot wounds.
Adam Regal, a spokesman
for a local organisation that
helps run refugee camps in
Darfur, said there were overnight attacks on Krinding. He
shared footage showing properties burned to the ground, and
wounded people on stretchers
and in hospital beds.
Authorities in West Darfur
imposed a curfew beginning
Saturday that includes the
closing of all markets and a ban

Uganda opposition party to
challenge election result
REUTERS — KAMPALA

Ugandan opposition leader Bobi Wine’s
party said yesterday that it was preparing
to challenge President Yoweri Museveni’s election victory and condemned
what it called the house arrest of Wine
and his wife.
“We have evidence of ballot stuffing
and other forms of election malpractice
and after putting it together we are going
to take all measures that the law permits
to challenge this fraud,” Maathias
Mpuuga of Wine’s National Unity Party
(NUP) told a news conference.
On Saturday the electoral commission declared Museveni the winner
of Thursday’s vote, with final counts
showing the president won 59% of votes
to Wine’s 35%. Announcing the results,
the commission congratulated Ugandans
on a peaceful and successful process.
The United States and Britain issued
statements on Saturday calling for investigations into fraud reports and other
concerns over the electoral process. The
campaign and election were marked by
a deadly crackdown by security forces
on opposition candidates and their supporters and an Internet shutdown.
The African Union sent an observation mission but has not issued a
statement. An African election monitoring group that deployed 2,000

South Africa
delays reopening
of schools
AP — JOHANNESBURG

Faced with a rapid resurgence
of COVID-19 overwhelming
the country’s hospitals and
driven by a more infectious
variant of the virus, South
Africa has delayed reopening
its schools.
The variant is having farreaching consequences for
Africa’s most developed nation
as several countries trying to
prevent its spread have
stopped or reduced flights with
South Africa.
South Africa has the
highest prevalence of
COVID-19 in Africa with a
cumulative total of more than
1.3 million confirmed cases,
including 36,851 deaths.
In the last 24 hours, the
country has recorded 13,973
new infections and 348 deaths.
South Africa’s 7-day rolling
average of daily new cases has
risen over the past two weeks
from 22 new cases per
100,000 people on Jan. 2 to 26
new cases per 100,000 people
on Jan. 16, according to Johns
Hopkins University.
“Given the pressure experienced by the health system
in the past few weeks, occasioned by increased COVID-19
infections which has led to the
second wave, the council of
education ministers in conjunction with the national
coronavirus command council
and Cabinet has taken the
decision to delay the reopening of both public and
private schools,” said basic
education deputy minister
Reginah Mhaule.
The department has not
released statistics of how many
teachers or students have succumbed to COVID-19. “Some of
our markers have passed away,
while others withdrew from
marking due to fear and anxiety,
but also because some of their
own family members have
tested positive,” said Mhauli.

Ugandan observers reported
irregularities.
Museveni, 76, in power since 1986
and one of Africa’s longest-serving
leaders, said after he was declared
winner that the election may turn out to
be the “most cheating free” in Uganda’s
history. In his victory speech, Museveni
he said he was in politics to address historical challenges and reiterated a preelection message that his government
would deal decisively with anyone who
disrupted peace in the country.
Wine’s party said at the news conference that the opposition leader and
his wife are unable to leave their home,
which it said is surrounded by soldiers
and police who are blocking members
of his party and journalists from entering.
Wine, a 38-year-old musicianturned-lawmaker whose real name is
Robert Kyagulanyi, was not reachable
yesterday.
On Friday and Saturday Wine told
Reuters that he believed his life was in
danger, that he was being silenced by
Museveni’s government, and that he
urged Ugandans to reject the election
results.
He also called on Western governments who have provided billions of
dollars in aid to Uganda to hold the government accountable for what he called
“mockery of democracy.” Wine’s party

Violent youth
protests hit
Tunisia amid
economic turmoil
AP — TUNIS, TUNISIA

Soldiers patrol before announcement of the winner of the Ugandan presidential
elections, in Kampala, Uganda, on Saturday.

also said that one of its MPs, Francis
Zaake, was arrested on Friday while
trying to access their leader’s
compound.
After being beaten by security forces,
he was hospitalized for treatment of
injuries, party spokesman Joel
Seenyonye said at the news
conference.
Police, military and government
spokespeople did not immediately
respond yesterday to requests for

comment on the scene at Wine’s house,
or on Zaake. The government said during
pre-election campaigning that it arrested
opposition members and their supporters for breaking laws governing
public order and COVID-19 restrictions
on gatherings.
On Saturday, a military spokesman
told Reuters that security officers at
Wine’s house were assessing threats he
could face and might be preventing him
from leaving for his own safety.

‘Breakthrough’ achieved in Libya transition talks
AP — CAIRO

The top UN official for Libya
has said an advisory committee
for representatives of Libya’s
different regions has proposed
a way forward for choosing a
transitional government that
would lead the war-torn
country to elections late this
year.
The talks in Geneva, structured around the Libyan
Political Dialogue Forum, have
been taking place amid a heavy
international push to reach a
peaceful settlement to Libya’s
civil war.
Previous diplomatic initiatives have all collapsed.
UN acting envoy for Libya
Stephanie Williams told a news
conference in Geneva that the
advisory committee’s members
“have met their responsibility
with a constructive spirit,
cooperative efforts, and a great

on public gatherings. The
central government in
Khartoum also said Saturday a
high-ranking delegation,
chaired by the country’s top
prosecutor, was heading to the
province to help re-establish
order.
A database by the UN Office
for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, OCHA, showed
that inter-communal violence
across Darfur region doubled
in the second half of 2020, with
at least 28 incidents compared
to 15 between July and
December 2019.
West Darfur province experienced a "significant increase”
of violence last year, with half
of the 40 incidents reported in
the entire Darfur region, OCHA
said yesterday.

deal of patriotism.” The committee is part of a 75-member
forum that represents all the
three main regions of Libya.
The 18-member committee
has proposed that each region’s
electoral college name a representative to a three-member
presidential council, Williams
said. A prime minister would
be chosen by the 75-member
forum. A successful nominee
should receive 70% of votes.
Williams said that the
forum would resort to lists
formed from Libya’s three
regions, with each list consisting of four names, nominated for the presidential
council and a prime minister
position.
She said a list should obtain
17 endorsements: eight from
the western region, six from
the eastern region and three
from southern Libya.
The winning list should

receive 60% of the votes of the
75-member forum in the first
round. A run-up is expected if
no list received the required
votes, she said.
Williams said the forum
would vote on the proposed
mechanism on Monday and the
results are expected the following day.
The transitional government would be “a temporary unified executive
staffed by Libyan patriots who
want to share responsibility
rather than to divide the
cake,” the UN acting envoy
said. The US welcomed the
breakthrough and urged all
parties of Libya “to work with
urgency and in good faith” to
establish an interim government, according to a
statement by the US Embassy
in Libya.
“It is time to move past the
conflict and corruption

facilitated by the status quo,”
it said. The forum is part of the
UN efforts to end the chaos that
engulfed the oil-rich North
African nation after the 2011
overthrow and killing of dictator Muammar Gaddafi.
It reached an agreement
last year to hold presidential
and parliamentary elections on
December 24, 2021.
The oil-rich country is now
split east to west between two
rival administrations, each
backed by an array of militias
and foreign powers.
The warring sides agreed
to a UN-brokered cease-fire in
October in Geneva, a deal that
included the departure of
foreign forces and mercenaries
from Libya within three
months. No progress was
announced on the issue of
foreign forces and mercenaries
since they inked the cease-fire
deal almost two months ago.

Police used tear gas to disperse
violent protests led by
disgruntled youths in several
Tunisian cities overnight,
including in the capital of
Tunis and in the seaside city
of Sousse.
Tunisians in general are
angry that the North African
country is on the verge of
bankruptcy and has dire public
services. And many feel disappointed that on the 10-year
anniversary of the revolution
that ousted autocratic President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali
there is little to show in terms
of improvement.
Police swooped in as shops
and banks were looted and
vandalised, arresting “dozens”
of youths, according to state
news agency TAP. Protesters
blocked roads by burning tyres
and threw stones and other
objects at police and businesses, according to the
Interior Ministry, which said
the situation was now “calm”
across the country yesterday.
Videos circulating on
social media showed dramatic
chases down alleys between
groups of young people and
the police who used tear gas
to disperse them.
Tunisia on Thursday commemorated the 10th anniversary since the flight into
exile of the iron-fisted Ben Ali,
who was pushed from power
in a popular revolt that foreshadowed the regional prodemocracy uprisings, strife
and civil war in North Africa
and the Mideast that came to
be known as the Arab Spring.
A budding democracy in
Tunisia grew out of the
aftermath. And yet, despite
gains, a pall of disenchantment
hangs over the North African
country, which has been
stressed by extremist attacks,
political infighting, a troubled
economy and promises unfulfilled, including development
of the interior.
Despite guaranteed rights
and democratic elections, protests flourish, especially in the
central and southern regions
where the jobless rate among
youth reaches 30% and the
poverty level is above 20%.

US military says troop pullback
from Somalia is complete
AP — NAIROBI, KENYA

Istanbul covered in snow
People walk during snowfall in a park in Istanbul, Turkey, yesterday.

The US military says its troop
withdrawal from Somalia is
complete, in one of the last
actions of President Donald
Trump’s presidency.
Some experts have warned
that the withdrawal of an estimated 700 US military personnel comes at the worst possible time for Somalia, as the Al
Qaida-linked Al Shabab
extremist group improves its
bomb-making skills and continues to attack military and
civilian targets even in the
capital, Mogadishu. The withdrawal comes less than a
month before Somalia is set to
hold a national election.
The US personnel trained
and supported Somali forces,
including its elite special forces,
in counter-terror operations.
They are being moved to other

African countries such as
neighbouring Kenya and Djibouti, home of the only permanent US military base in
Africa, but US Africa Command
spokesman Col. Chris Karns
would not say how many are
going where.
Asked whether the administration of President-elect Joe
Biden will reverse the withdrawal, Karns replied in an
email: “It would be inappropriate for us to speculate or
engage in hypotheticals.” Karns
said the operation enters its
“next phase of periodic
engagement with Somali
security forces.” He would not
go into details.
The US military, which has
carried out a growing number
of airstrikes against Al Shabab
during Trump’s administration,
says it will continue to pressure
Al Shabab.
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India: Vaccination
drive hits a bump
due to app glitch

Philippine Air
Force helicopter
crashes, all 7

aboard dead
AP — CAGAYAN DE ORO

REUTERS — SATARA

India’s COVID-19 vaccination
drive was still facing some
delays yesterday after it hit a
bump on the first day due to
glitches in an app used to coordinate the campaign, according
to officials in some states.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi launched on Saturday
what his government has
described as the “world’s largest
vaccination programme”.
It aims to vaccinate around
300 million people to curb the
pandemic in India, which has
reported the second highest
number of coronavirus cases
after the United States.
India was aiming to vaccinate more than 300,000
people on Saturday, but only
191,181 people were inoculated
on the first day, official data
shows.
Many health workers, who
were due to receive a vaccine
on Saturday, did not get the
message via an app developed
by the government called
Co-Win, officials in at least four
states said.
Officials in at least one state
said the issues had still not been

Myanmar police
scuffle with
followers of
nationalist monk
REUTERS — YANGON

Myanmar police scuffled on
Saturday with dozens of
followers of Buddhist nationalist monk Ashin Wirathu at a
demonstration calling for him
to be put on trial more than two
months after he handed himself
in to face sedition charges.
Protesters, many of them
monks, gathered outside the
Insein Prison in Myanmar’s
main city of Yangon, where
Wirathu has been held since
November last year.
Police said they had not set
out to break the protest up but
had been provoked and has
arrested one protester.
“We were trying to negotiate and that man talked back
rudely and started fighting,” Tin
Latt, the head of Insein police
station, said on phone. The
protest by about 50 people dispersed after the scuffle.
Wirathu is known for his
rhetoric against minority
Muslims, particularly the
Rohingya community. But he
has also been critical of the
civilian government of Aung
San Suu Kyi and supportive of
Myanmar’s powerful military.
Wirathu faces trial under a
law that prohibits bringing
“hatred or contempt” or
exciting disaffection toward the
government. It carries a prison
sentence of up to three years.

Many health workers,
who were due to receive
a vaccine on Saturday,
did not get the message
via an app developed by
the government called
Co-Win, officials in at
least four states said.
Officials in at least one
state said the issues had
still not been resolved
yesterday.
resolved yesterday.
Co-Win is supposed to alert
healthcare workers, who are
first in line to get shots. It also
allows officials to monitor and
manage
the
entire
programme.
“We were planning to vaccinate 28,500 people on Saturday but could do only 18,328
because of glitches in the
Co-Win app,” a senior official
at the health department of the
western state of Maharashtra
said on condition on
anonymity.

A nurse briefs other medical staff about handling the COVID-19 vaccine during a vaccination campaign
at a medical centre in Mumbai, India, on Saturday.

Maharashtra, home to the
financial hub of Mumbai, has
been the Indian state hit hardest
by COVID-19.
In the eastern states of
Odisha and West Bengal, officials said they were forced to
use printouts on Saturday due
to issues with the app.
“We also went with our plan
B and contacted people to be
vaccinated directly offline,”
Bijay Kumar Mohapatra,
director, Health Services,
Odisha, said in the state capital
Bhubaneswar.

The Indian government did
not respond to a request for
comment yesterday.
“The system performance
and speed was improved and is
being further optimised,”
Manohar Agnani, a senior
health ministry official, said on
Saturday. The eastern state of
West Bengal was still encountering glitches yesterday.
“The problem is yet to be
fixed and we are facing serious
impediments,” said Dr. Ajoy
Chakraborty, director of West
Bengal health services.

E-commerce workers who kept
China fed during the coronavirus
pandemic, making their
billionaire bosses even richer, are
so unhappy with their pay and
treatment that one just set
himself on fire in protest.
China’s internet industries
already were known for long,
demanding days. With millions
of families confined at home,
demand surged and employees
delivered tonnes of vegetables,
rice, meat, diapers and other supplies, often aboard scooters that
exposed them to sub-freezing
winter cold.
For white-collar workers in
the technology industry, pay is
better than in some industries but
employees are often expected to
work 12 hours a day or more.
The human cost caught
public attention after the deaths
of two employees from e-commerce platform Pinduoduo,
known for selling fresh produce
at low prices. Their deaths
prompted suggestions they were
overworked. In an indication of
high-level concern, the official
Xinhua News Agency called for

Officials in other states
could not be reached for
comment yesterday. India is
currently using Britain’s Oxford
University/AstraZeneca vaccine,
which is also being produced in
India, and a governmentbacked vaccine developed by
India’s Bharat Biotech.
However, approval of
Bharat Biotech’s COVAXIN has
been criticised by health experts
and opposition lawmakers due
to a lack of efficacy data, which
the manufacturer is still
conducting.

A Philippine Air Force helicopter
carrying supplies for counterinsurgency forces crashed in the
country’s south on Saturday
apparently due to engine
trouble, killing all seven people
on board, military officials said.
The UH-1H helicopter tried
to make an emergency landing
after encountering engine
problems but crashed in a
mountainous area in Impasugong town in Bukidnon
province, regional army spokesperson Maj. Rodulfo Cordero Jr.
said.
Troops secured the crash
site and retrieved the bodies of
four Air Force crewmen,
including two pilots, as well as
an army soldier and two militiamen, Cordero and the army
said.
Government forces have
been undertaking on and off
offensives against communist
guerrillas in the region and
elsewhere in the country after
peace talks between President
Rodrigo Duterte’s administration and the Maoist insurgents collapsed.
The guerrillas still remain a
national security threat.

Hong Kong calls US sanctions on 6 officials ‘despicable’
BLOOMBERG — HONG KONG

Hong Kong’s government
expressed its “utmost anger”
toward a US decision to sanction
six officials from the city and
China, calling the move “insane,
shameless and despicable.”
The US is attempting to
“intervene” in the internal
affairs of China and Hong Kong,
and “obstruct” their efforts to

safeguard national security, the
city’s government said in a
statement on Saturday. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
announced on Friday that the
US would sanction the officials
as part of President Donald
Trump’s executive order on
Hong Kong normalisation.
The move is the latest
among a raft of measures the
White House has taken to

punish China after Beijing
imposed national security laws
in Hong Kong last year. The law
has cast doubt on whether the
former colony can still have the
“high degree of autonomy”
promised before the British
handed it back to China in 1997.
The US has begun revoking the
“special status” the city had
enjoyed, and also sanctioned
officials including Chief Exec-

utive Carrie Lam.
“The U.acts are displaying
double standards and
hypocrisy, let alone blatantly
breaching international laws
and basic norms governing
international relations,” the
Hong Kong government said in
the statement.
The excuse that the US uses
to sanction the officials was
“lame” and “could hardly stand

up to challenge,” it added.
A spokesperson for China’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs in
Hong Kong condemned the
sanctions in a statement on Saturday, saying some Western
politicians are “presenting a
false picture” and beautifying
those who are suspected of violating the National Security Law
as “pro-democracy politicians
and activists.”

Cambodia opposition
figure blocked from
planned return home
AP — PHNOM PENH

Unrest in Bangkok
Police officers stand guard during a demonstration demanding release of people arrested following
anti-government protests in Bangkok, Thailand, on Saturday.

China tech giants under scrutiny over working conditions
AP — HONG KONG
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shorter work hours, describing
long hours of overtime at the
expense of employees’ health as
an “illegal” operation.
Renewed concerns over dire
working conditions for delivery
drivers also came to the forefront when a video circulated on
Chinese social media showing
what it said was a driver for Ele.
me, part of e-commerce giant
Alibaba Group, setting himself
on fire to protest unpaid wages.
The controversy is a blow to
the image of internet industries
that are transforming China’s
economy and generating new
jobs. They have made some of
the founders among the world’s
wealthiest entrepreneurs.
During the heights of the pandemic, the fortunes of the
biggest, including Alibaba
founder Jack Ma and Pinduoduo
founder Colin Huang, swelled
as online consumer spending
boomed.
In a video widely circulated
on Chinese social media,
45-year-old delivery driver Liu
Jin poured gasoline and set
himself on fire outside a distribution station for Eleme in the

eastern city of Taizhou, shouting
that he wanted his money.
Others snuffed the flames and
rushed him to a hospital, where
he is being treated for thirddegree burns on his body.
Details of Liu’s complaint
could not be verified and Eleme
did not immediately respond to
a request for comment.
Separately, a 43-year-old
delivery driver collapsed on the
job and died last week while
delivering food for Eleme.
The company said in a
statement that it will give
600,000 yuan ($92,700) to the
driver’s family and raised its
insurance coverage for drivers
to that level. Its statement said
Eleme “had not done enough in
terms of accidental death
insurance, and needs to do
more.”
The issue was highlighted
again after a Pinduoduo
employee surnamed Tan committed suicide after taking leave
from the firm to return to his
hometown, less than two weeks
after a 22-year-old employee
surnamed Zhang in Urumqi collapsed while walking home from

work with colleagues, and later
passed away.
Pinduoduo, China’s thirdlargest e-commerce firm,
released statements saying it
was providing assistance and
support to the families of the two
employees who died. Shanghai
authorities also are reviewing
working hours, contracts and
other conditions at the company.
The deaths raised an outcry
on social media, with many
people suspecting that they were
a result of overwork. Chinese
social media users blasted the
country’s technology sector, criticizing not just Pinduoduo for a
culture of long hours but
pointing out that this was an
industry-wide problem, with
similar company cultures seen
at most of China’s large technology companies.
They also revived a national
debate over the tech sector’s socalled “996” working culture, in
which employees often work
from 9am to 9pm six days a
week. Companies sometimes
pay huge bonuses to some
employees, enticing them to
work more overtime.

An effort by a self-exiled senior
member of the banned opposition Cambodia National
Rescue Party to lead a return to
her homeland yesterday has
failed after an airline refused
to carry her.
The thwarted plan to return
represented the second attempt
by party leaders to rejoin the
political struggle at home. In
November 2019, Sam Rainsy,
the party’s co-founder, sought
to return from exile with
several colleagues but was
blocked by the government. He
has been in exile since 2016 to
avoid serving a prison sentence
for a defamation conviction
that he insists was politically
motivated.
Party vice president Mu
Sochua said on Saturday that
Singapore Airlines did not allow
her to board a flight from Los
Angeles that would have taken
her to Cambodia’s capital,
Phnom Penh, after transiting in
Singapore.
She said on a live broadcast
on Facebook that the airline
told her she could not board
because she did not have a visa
for Cambodia. Mu Sochua holds
dual Cambodian-US citizenship, but travels on her US
passport because her Cambodian one was revoked by
Cambodia’s government in
2019. She was also one of the
party leaders who was blocked
from returning in 2019.
Cambodian government
officials recently said they
would not allow the opposition
party to have valid travel documents to return.
It was not immediately
clear if other party members
who had planned to return with
Mu Sochua had completed the
journey.
Mu Sochua is one of about
150 opposition party members
and supporters who are facing
trial on treason charges, and
she had announced she was
returning to take part in the

Mu Sochua

trial. Cambodian law allows
people to be tried and sentenced in absentia.
Most of the opposition party
leaders, and others among the
group to be tried, fled Cambodia in late 2017, when Prime
Minister Hun Sen launched a
sweeping crackdown on his
opponents and the CNRP was
forced by the high court to
disband and its lawmakers
removed from Parliament.
Many people believe the court
acted to ensure that Hun Sen’s
Cambodia People’s Party won
the 2018 general election,
which it did by sweeping all the
seats in Parliament.
Hun Sen has been in power
for 36 years and has often been
accused of heading an authoritarian regime. Several Western
nations have imposed sanctions
on his government, mainly after
concluding that the 2018
election was neither free nor
fair. Sok Eysan, a spokesperson
for the Cambodian People’s
Party, responded to the failed
mission of Mu Sochua by
charging that she knew in
advance that she would not be
allowed to board because she
lacked the necessary travel
documents.
In a posting on social media
platforms, he called the planned
return just a theatrical act
designed to get public attention.
“The drama in which Mu
Sochua played a main role was
a failure because there are no
watchers,” he said.
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Indonesia quake: More
bodies found, toll at 78
AP — MAMUJU

Indonesian rescuers yesterday
retrieved more bodies from the
rubble of homes and buildings
toppled by a strong earthquake,
raising the death toll to 78,
while military engineers
managed to reopen ruptured
roads to clear access for relief
goods.
More heavy equipment
reached the hardest-hit city of
Mamuju and the neighbouring
district of Majene on Sulawesi
island, where the magnitude 6.2
quake struck early Friday, said
Raditya Jati, the National Disaster Mitigation Agency’s
spokesperson.
A total of 67 people died in
Mamuju and 11 in Majene, said
the director of preparedness for
the National Search and Rescue
Agency, Didi Hamzar.
Power supplies and phone
communications have begun to
improve in the quake areas.
Thousands of people were
left homeless and more than
800 were injured, with more
than half of them still receiving
treatment for serious injuries,
Jati said.
The disaster agency’s data
showed that nearly 27,850 survivors were moved to shelters.
Most of them went to makeshift

An ofﬁcial said that
thousands of people
were left homeless
and more than 800
were injured, with
more than half of
them still receiving
treatment for serious
injuries.
shelters that have been lashed
by heavy monsoon downpours.
Only a few were lucky to be
protected by tarpaulin-covered
tents.
They said they were running
low on food, blankets and other
aid, as emergency supplies were
rushed to the hard-hit region.
“We are unable to return to
our destroyed homes,” said a
father of three who identified
himself only as Robert, adding
that he fled from his bed while
being treated at Mamuju’s Mitra
Manakarra hospital, which was
flattened by the quake. He and
his family are among thousands
of displaced people who took
shelter in a hilly area.
He said his bed was shaking
when he awoke and realised
that it was an earthquake. He
then removed a drip from his

hand and ran out. He had seen
several nurses helping patients
who were unable to move
before the building collapsed.
“I cried when I saw the hospital where I was being treated
collapse with people still inside.
I could have died if I got out
late.”
Rescuers managed to
retrieve four survivors and four
bodies from the rubble of the
flattened hospital, according to
the Search and Rescue Agency.
Jati said that at least 1,150
houses in Majene were
damaged and that the agency
was still collecting data on
damaged houses and buildings
in Mamuju.
Mamuju, the provincial
capital of nearly 300,000
people, was strewn with debris
from collapsed buildings. The
governor’s office building was
almost flattened by the quake
and a shopping mall was
reduced to a crumpled hulk.
The disaster agency said the
army corps of engineers cleared
the road connecting Mamuju
and Majene that had been
blocked by landslides. They also
rebuilt a damaged bridge.
The disaster agency’s chief,
Doni Monardo, said authorities
were trying to separate highand lower-risk groups and

Locals ride a motorbike past a collapsed house following an earthquake in Mamuju, West Sulawesi
province, in Indonesia, yesterday.

provided tens of thousands of
masks for refugees to prevent
the spread of the coronavirus
in the crowded camps. He said
authorities would also set up
health posts at the camps to test
people for the virus.
People being housed in
temporary shelters were seen
standing close together, many
of them without masks.
“In this emergency situation
... it is difficult for us to observe
health protocols,” said Fatimah
Zahra, a Mamuju resident who
moved to a makeshift shelter.

neighborhoods were swallowed
in the falling ground.
Indonesia, home to more
than 260 million people, is frequently hit by earthquakes, volcanic eruptions and tsunamis
because of its location on the
“Ring of Fire,” an arc of volcanoes and fault lines in the
Pacific Basin.
A massive magnitude 9.1
earthquake off Sumatra island
in western Indonesia in
December 2004 triggered a
tsunami that killed 230,000
people in a dozen countries.

COVID-19-tainted
ice cream found in Tianjin

South Korea to
extend distancing
measures, ease
some rules

AP — BEIJING

BLOOMBERG — SEOUL

South Korea will extend social
distancing measures, including
a ban on gatherings of more
than four people, for another
two weeks, and health authorities cautioned residents
against complacency after a
decline in the number of coronavirus cases.
The alert level for the
greater Seoul area will be
maintained at 2.5, the second
highest, while the rest of the
country will be kept at 2, Health
and Welfare Minister Kwon
Deok-cheol said at a briefing
in Seoul. Current measures
were due to expire yesterday.
Restrictions will be eased
conditionally for some businesses, including gyms and
cafes, to limit the financial
impact of the ban and to ensure
the imposition of the measures
is fair, the minister said. Cafes
and restaurants will still be
required to close at 9pm, and
gatherings at clubs and karaoke
bars remain banned.
“The government plans to
ease measures on other facilities that have been excluded
from today’s adjustment step by
step after stabilising the pandemic situation further,”said
Kwon.
South Korea will impose a
“special quarantine period” for
two weeks from February 2 in
the run-up to the Lunar New
Year holidays to prevent
another wave of infections.
The government urged people
to refrain from visiting families during the vacation.

West Sulawesi province has
recorded more than 2,500 cases
of the coronavirus, including 58
deaths. Indonesia has confirmed nearly 908,000 cases
and almost 26,000 fatalities.
Many on Sulawesi island are
still haunted by a magnitude 7.5
earthquake that devastated Palu
city in 2018 and set off a
tsunami that caused soil to collapse in a phenomenon called
liquefaction.
More than 4,000 people
were killed, including many
who were buried when whole

Children watch as the body of one of the female judges shot dead by unknown gunmen is carried
by her relatives after an attack in Kabul, yesterday.

Two female SC judges killed in Afghanistan
REUTERS — KABUL

Unidentified gunmen killed two
female judges from Afghanistan’s Supreme Court yesterday
morning, police said, adding to
a wave of assassinations in
Kabul and other cities while
government and Taliban representatives have been holding
peace talks in Qatar.
The two judges, who have
not yet been named, were killed
and their driver wounded, in an
attack at around 8:30am, police
said, adding the case was being
investigated by security forces.
A spokesman for the
Taliban said its fighters were

not involved.
Afghan President Ashraf
Ghani issued a statement condemning attacks on civilians by
the Taliban and other militant
groups.
Ghani said “terror, horror
and crime” was not a solution
to Afghanistan’s problem and
beseeched the Taliban to accept
“a permanent ceasefire”. Government officials, journalists,
and activists have been targeted
in recent months, stoking fear
particularly in the capital Kabul.
The Taliban has denied
involvement in some of the
attacks, but has said its fighters
would continue to “eliminate”

important government figures,
though not journalists or civil
society members.
Rising violence has complicated US-brokered peace talks
taking place in Doha as Washington withdraws troops.
Sources on both sides say
negotiations are only likely to
make substantive progress once
US President-elect Joe Biden
takes office and makes his
Afghan policy known.
The number of US troops in
Afghanistan has been reduced
to 2,500, the lowest level of
American forces there since
2001, according to the Pentagon on Friday.

The novel coronavirus
(COVID-19) was found on ice
cream produced in eastern
China, prompting a recall of
cartons from the same batch,
according to the government.
The Daqiaodao Food Co,
Ltd in Tianjin, adjacent to
Beijing, was sealed and its
employees were being tested
for the coronavirus, a city government statement said. There
was no indication anyone had
contracted the virus from the
ice cream.
Most of the 29,000 cartons
in the batch had yet to be sold,
the government said, adding
that 390 sold in Tianjin were
being tracked down and
authorities elsewhere were
notified of sales to their areas.
The ingredients included
New Zealand milk powder and
whey powder from Ukraine,
the government said.

The Chinese government
has suggested the disease, first
detected in the central city of
Wuhan in late 2019, came from
abroad and has highlighted
what it says are discoveries of
the coronavirus on imported
fish and other food, though
foreign scientists are
sceptical.
China yesterday reported
109 new confirmed COVID-19
cases, two-thirds of them in a
northern province that abuts
Beijing, and no deaths.
There were 72 new cases in
Hebei province, where the government is building isolation
hospitals with a total of 9,500
rooms to combat an upsurge in
infections, according to the
National Health Commission.
China had largely contained
the virus but has reported hundreds of new infections since
December.
China’s death toll stands at
4,653 out of 88,227 total cases.

Thailand reports 374 new
cases of virus infections
AGENCIES — BANGKOK

Thailand reported 374 new
coronavirus (COVID-19) cases,
taking the nation’s total to
12,054. Of the new cases
reported 364 were local infections and 10 were imported,
with deaths flat at 70.
No death was reported,
Thailand’s COVID-19 taskforce
said at a briefing. Thailand has
recorded 70 coronavirusrelated deaths since a year ago.
Prime Minister Prayuth

Chan-Ocha said yesterday that
he won’t be in a rush to use vaccines with “incomplete” tests,
and said Thailand won’t be
“trial” country for vaccines.
The country has ordered 2
million doses of Sinovac’s
CoronaVac and expects to
receive the first 200,000 doses
next month.
It has also ordered 61
million doses of the AstraZeneca vaccine, which will be
produced by local firm for
domestic use and export.

North Korea Parliament likely to approve Kim agenda
AP — SEOUL

North Korea’s rubber-stamp
parliament was scheduled to
convene to pass decisions made
by a major ruling party meeting
where leader Kim Jong-Un
vowed maximum efforts to
expand his nuclear weapons
programme in face of what he
described as US hostility.
The North’s official Korean
Central News Agency said deputies led by senior official Choe
Ryong Hae, president of the
Supreme People’s Assembly’s
presidium, laid flowers at the
statues of Kim’s grandfather
and father, the North’s previous
rulers, at Pyongyang’s Mansu
Hill on Saturday as they prepared for the parliamentary
session.
They bowed and pledged to
“fulfill their responsibility and

duty” to carry out the decisions
made during the eight-day
Workers’ Party congress that
ended Tuesday, the agency said.
Meetings of the Supreme
People’s Assembly are usually
brief, annual affairs that are
intended to approve budgets,
formalise personnel changes
and rubber-stamp policy priorities set by Kim and the ruling
party leadership.
State media didn’t immediately release details from the
current session, which could
also approve reshuffles within
the North’s Cabinet and State
Affairs Commission, the government’s highest decisionmaking body led by Kim.
During the party congress,
Kim called for accelerated
efforts to build a military
arsenal that could viably target
US allies in Asia and the

People and soldiers participate in a rally to commemorate the election
of North Korean leader Kim Jong-Un as the general-secretary of
the Workers’ Party of Korea (WPK) during the 8th Congress of the
WPK, at Kim Il Sung Square in Pyongyang, on Friday.

American homeland. He
announced an extensive wishlist of new sophisticated assets,
including longer-range intercontinental ballistic missiles,

nuclear-powered submarines,
spy satellites and tactical
nuclear weapons.
The North showcased some
of its most advanced strategic

weapons during a nighttime
military parade on Thursday,
including what appeared to be
a new ballistic missile that is
being developed to be fired
from submarines.
Analysts say Kim is clearly
trying to pressure the incoming
administration of Presidentelect Joe Biden, who inherits a
derailed nuclear diplomacy
from President Donald Trump.
His negotiations with Kim collapsed when the two sides failed
to agree on how to lift crippling
US-led sanctions in exchange
for North’s disarmament steps.
Kim also used the congress
to announce new five-year
development plans to salvage
the broken economy. Some
analysts say the prolonged
sanctions combined with pandemic border closures and
natural disasters that wiped out

crops last summer are possibly
setting conditions for a perfect
storm that could destabilise
markets and trigger public
panic and unrest.
The KCNA said that huge
crowds of soldiers and civilians
gathered at a state-organised
rally in Pyongyang Friday
where they vowed to extend the
“greatest glory” to Kim and
“thoroughly carry out” the decisions made by the party
congress.
Choe, during a speech at the
event, called for party members,
government officials, civilians
and the military to “thoroughly
arm themselves with the main
idea and main spirit of the
(party congress) and bring about
substantial success and progress
in the socialist construction with
redoubled revolutionary enthusiasm,” the agency said.
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UK hopes to ease lockdown from March
“By early spring, hopefully by March, we’ll be
in a position to make those decisions. I think
it’s right to say we won’t do it all in one big
bang. As we phase out the national lockdown, I
think we’ll end up phasing through a (regional)
tiered approach,” Dominic Raab said.
REUTERS — LONDON

Britain’s government hopes to
ease some lockdown restrictions in March as it presses
ahead with Europe’s fastest
rollout of COVID-19 vaccines,
Foreign Minister Dominic Raab
said yesterday.
The country, which also has
Europe’s highest COVID-19
death toll, has been under
national lockdown since
January 5, with schools closed
for most pupils, non-essential
businesses shut and people
ordered to work from home
where possible.
“What we want to do is get
out of this national lockdown
as soon as possible,” Raab told
Sky News television.
“By early spring, hopefully
by March, we’ll be in a position
to make those decisions. I think
it’s right to say we won’t do it
all in one big bang. As we phase

out the national lockdown, I
think we’ll end up phasing
through a (regional) tiered
approach.”
Prime Minister Boris
Johnson has set a target of vaccinating the oldest age groups,
the clinically vulnerable and
frontline workers — roughly 14
million people — by the middle
of February.
He has said that England
can consider easing lockdown
restrictions from that time if all
goes smoothly.
The Sunday Times said that
British ministers had settled their
differences to back a three-point
plan that could lead to some
lockdown restrictions being
lifted as soon as early March.
Areas will have restrictions
eased once their death rate has
fallen, the number of hospital
admissions drops and some people
aged between 50 and 70 are vaccinated, the newspaper said.

Italian Prime Minister Giuseppe
Conte plans to plough ahead
with a parliamentary
showdown this week even with
the prospect of a flimsy
majority, newspapers including
la Repubblica reported
yesterday.
Conte may fall short of an
absolute majority in the Senate
on Tuesday after a plan to bring
a significant number of independent and centrist senators
on board to replace a junior ally
failed, la Repubblica reported,
without citing the source of the

information. Matteo Renzi’s 18
senators will probably abstain,
the former premier, who
withdrew Italy Alive’s ministers
from the cabinet last week, said
in an interview with Corriere
della Sera, published
yesterday.
The outcome of Conte’s
quest is still uncertain. He needs
about a dozen more votes in the
upper house to restore an outright majority in the 321-strong
upper chamber after the
defection of the group led by
Renzi.
Italy Alive’s abstentions
would be enough to let Conte’s

France likely to
demand rapid
virus test from
Irish truck drivers
REUTERS — DUBLIN

People take permitted exercise, during current lockdown restrictions, amid the spread of the coronavirus
disease pandemic, in Richmond Park, London, Britain, yesterday.

It quoted ministers as saying
they were prepared to resist
pressure from health advisers to
delay the changes until most
people are vaccinated, a process
that could take until the autumn.
A spokesman in Johnson’s
office declined to comment on

the report. The head of England’s public health service said
the vaccination programme had
made “a very strong start” but
a quarter of people hospitalised
were aged under 55, younger
than the priority target groups.
“It’s not going to be the case

that on Valentine’s Day or the
15th of February, with one
bound we are free. But, equally,
I don’t think we will be having
to wait until the autumn,”
Simon Stevens told BBC television, referring to the easing
of restrictions.

Italy Premier to plough ahead with Parliament vote
BLOOMBERG — ROME
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government survive. Renzi
told Corriere he’s still seeking
a coalition government with
the same majority backing
Conte.
While Democratic Party and
Five Star Movement officials
have spoken against patching
things up with Renzi, governing
with a minority would put key
legislation in jeopardy,
including budget laws.
Conte could still submit his
resignation to President Sergio
Mattarella after surviving the
Senate vote to try and forge a
new and stronger government,
with more time to negotiate.

Mattarella, who would
oversee the process of forging
a new government, has pressured Conte to ensure a quick
resolution to the crisis and has
insisted he must have a stable
majority if he is to remain
premier, officials with
knowledge of the matter said.
A group of centrists courted
by the majority said on Saturday
they wouldn’t back Conte’s government, Ansa reported, citing
the UDC party.
To bring senators on board,
Conte’s supporters — chiefly
from the centre-left Democratic
Party and other centrists

— have been warning of the
risk of a snap election, which
would likely see a center-right
alliance take power, officials
campaigning of behalf Conte,
who asked not to be identified,
said.
They’ve also argued that
calling a general election in
the middle of a global pandemic would damage Italy’s
international credibility and
risk unnerving investors and
urged senators instead to focus
on approving a plan to spend
the windfall from the
European Union’s recovery
fund.

France is considering requiring
rapid COVID-19 tests from
Irish truck drivers operating
on a logistics route that has
become key since Britain’s exit
from the European Union,
Ireland’s transport minister
said yesterday.
Large numbers of Irish
trucks have begun transporting
goods via ferries to France in
recent weeks to avoid delays in
the more traditional route to
continental Europe via Britain,
which withdrew from EU
trading rules on January 1.
The new measures would
be targeted at a more infectious variant of the coronavirus first discovered in
England but that has become
widespread in Ireland.
Transport Minister Eamon
Ryan told RTE that France was
considering demanding a PCR
COVID-19 test, which can take
several days, from most Irish
travellers. Ireland is demanding
similar tests from all arriving
passengers.
France is also considering
demanding a much quicker
antigen test, which can give
results in minutes, from Irish
truck drivers.
“If the French government
comes back with that
requirement, we would have to
manage that and make sure we
can do it in a way that doesn’t
disrupt supply chains,” Ryan
told RTE radio. “That would be
demanding but I am confident
we will be able to do it.”
A demand from France for
COVID-19 tests from British
drivers caused significant delays
and trade disruption in
December. France on Friday
announced that people travelling from non-EU countries
to France would be required
to present negative PCR
COVID-19 test.

UK must not do
trade deals with
rights abusers:
Foreign Minister

South Tyrol again flouts
Rome over virus curbs

REUTERS — LONDON

The autonomous province of
South Tyrol with its Germanspeaking majority is flouting
Rome’s decision to put it under
partial lockdown starting
yesterday, with provincial
authorities citing its autonomous status to allow stores and
restaurants to remain open.
Provincial officials are contesting the criteria that
prompted the Rome government to designate South
Tyrol a red zone, along with
Lombardy and Sicily. The designations require authorities to
close nonessential businesses
and bars all indoor dining, permitting only takeout and
delivery.
Provincial Governor Arno
Kompatshcer said he was “surprised” by the designation. He
has registered his disagreement

Britain should not engage in
free trade with countries that
abuse human rights, but
proposals that the country’s
courts should decide whether
genocide has been committed
by trade partners is flawed,
foreign minister Dominic Raab
said.
Last week, Raab said
Britain would introduce new
rules for its companies to try
to prevent goods linked to
China’s Xinjiang region
entering their supply chains.
Some British lawmakers
want to go further and are
due to consider proposals
passed in the upper house of
parliament that would give
courts the power to stop
free-trade agreements with
countries if they consider
them to have committed
genocide.
“The bar is being set
incredibly high,” Raab told
BBC television yesterday. “I
mean, frankly, we shouldn’t be
engaged in free-trade negotiations with countries abusing
human rights well below the
level of genocide.”
He said the proposals in
parliament were problematic
because Britain’s High Court
did not have the resources to
investigate allegations of
genocide.
“I think there’s a second
issue, which is really in
relation to what we now know
about what’s going on in Xinjiang, the question is whether,
in relation to any country that
engaged in those human rights
abuses, you engage in freetrade negotiations,” he said.
“We shouldn’t really be
delegating the political
question of who you engage
in free-trade negotiations with
to the courts,” Raab said.
“That’s something MPs
(members of parliament)
should hold government to
account about and we absolutely embrace that.”

AP — MILAN

People are silhouetted at the seafront, as the region of Sicily becomes a ‘red zone’ closing restaurants
and most shops as part of tougher measures to tackle the spread of the coronavirus disease, in
Catania, Italy, yesterday.

German Minister: Curbs should
be eased for vaccinated people
REUTERS — BERLIN

People who have been vaccinated against COVID-19 should
be allowed to go to restaurants
and cinemas earlier than
others, a German minister said,
contradicting other cabinet
members who have so far
opposed special freedoms for
those inoculated.
Foreign Minister Heiko
Maas said the state had massively restricted people’s basic
rights in order to contain infections and avoid overwhelming
hospitals. “It has not yet been
conclusively clarified to what
extent vaccinated people can
infect others,” Maas told the
Bild am Sonntag newspaper.
“What is clear, however, is
that a vaccinated person no
longer takes a ventilator away
from anyone. This removes at
least one central reason for
restricting fundamental rights.”
Around one million people
in Germany had been

vaccinated as of Friday,
according to the Robert Koch
Institute for infectious diseases.
Some 83.2 million people were
living in the country at the end
of 2020, data from the statistics
office show.
Maas’ comments contrast
with other German ministers,
who have opposed such special
rights, fearing it could lead to
inequalities in society.
A spokesman for the justice
ministry said its was “out of the
question” to treat vaccinated
people differently while it had
not been scientifically proven
that vaccination also prevents
transmission of the virus.
A health ministry
spokesman also rejected the
suggestion, while Andrew
Ullmann, health spokesman
for the Free Democrats in the
German parliament, said a
discussion over privileges
could only be held once vaccination becomes more
widespread.

with Italy’s health minister and
is staking the province’s case to
the technical committee in
Rome. But he isn’t waiting for a
response, instead allowing all
stores to stay open and restaurants to serve until 10pm,
defying Rome as he did in May
when he invoked autonomy to
reopen businesses earlier than
in the rest of the country.
“This is not a political
question, it is technical. We have
many more beds available perhaps this was not taken into
consideration,” Kompatscher
told RAI state television.
Health officials argue that
the high percentage of positives
is due to additional screenings
with antibody tests that are
revealing more positives and
claim that the technical committee in Rome didn’t take into
account its decreasing rate of
transmission.

Merkel’s successor needs to strike
right tone with Biden and EU
BLOOMBERG — BERLIN

The election of Armin Laschet
as the new leader of German
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s
Christian Democratic Union is
good news for the European
Union and those who welcome
engagement with China and
Russia.
What kind of rapport he
strikes with the new US leader
remains to be seen.
The 59-year-old state leader
from the industrial heartlands
endorses the moderate economic
and foreign policy course set by
Merkel, has a good relationship
with French President Emmanuel
Macron and shares her vision of
a more integrated EU.
More controversially, he
shares Merkel’s openness
toward Chinese network provider Huawei Technologies Co
and her support for the Nord
Stream 2 gas pipeline to Russia.
Both of those issues posed

problems for the previous US
administration and the stance
in Washington is unlikely to
shift with the transition from
Donald Trump to Joe Biden following
next
week’s
inauguration.
Analysts assume no change.
Berenberg Chief Economist
Holger Schmieding described
Laschet as “no foreign policy
expert so he will therefore continue Merkel’s foreign policy.”
Is that the right assumption?
The challenge for Laschet
will be to offer continuity while
carving his own path as
someone with an eye on
running Europe’s dominant
economy come September
elections. He’ll want to avoid
the fate of a predecessor who
was never able to emerge from
Merkel’s shadow and point to
a track record of being a conservative able to win in a traditionally left-dominated state.
In terms of raising his

international profile, Laschet
was one of the first German
politicians who congratulated
Biden and praised his victory
as proof that elections could still
be won without a populist campaign. Tellingly, he also signaled openness to a transatlantic trade agreement once
Biden will have taken office.
There’s no guarantee that
Laschet will be nominated to
be chancellor when the CDU
and its Bavarian sister party
choose their candidate for the
federal election. But his position
as party leader will nevertheless give him a central role
in that decision and, most likely,
in shaping the policies of the
next German government.
“I look forward to our cooperation,” Merkel announced in
a statement on the party’s
Twitter account. Laschet might
even prove to be a stronger
advocate of EU integration than
Merkel was.
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Police detain Navalny
on arrival in Moscow
REUTERS — MOSCOW

Police detained prominent
Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny
on arrival at a Moscow airport
yesterday after he flew home to
Russia from Germany for the
first time since he was poisoned
last summer.
The move, which could see
Navalny jailed for 3.5 years for
allegedly flouting the terms of
a suspended prison sentence, is
likely to spark a wave of
Western criticism of President
Vladimir Putin.
In a case that drew wide
international attention, Navalny
was poisoned last summer by
what German military tests
showed was a Novichok nerve
agent, a version of events the
Kremlin rejects.
Navalny’s plane from
Berlin was diverted to another
Moscow airport at the last
minute in an apparent effort
by authorities to thwart journalists and supporters greeting
him.
After Navalny said last week
he planned to return home, the
Moscow prison service (FSIN)

Missing data
delays Brazilian
approval of
Sputnik vaccine
REUTERS — BRASILIA

Brazil’s health regulator is
seeking further data on
Russia’s Sputnik V coronavirus
vaccine before considering its
approval for emergency use.
Documents supporting
drugmaker Uniao Quimica’s
application for emergency use
of the vaccine have been
returned to the company
because they did not meet its
minimum criteria, the
watchdog said on Saturday.
In a statement on the
Health Ministry’s website, regulator Anvisa said the request
failed to provide adequate
assurances on Phase III clinical
trials and issues related to the
manufacture of the vaccine.
Uniao Quimica is seeking
approval for the use of 10 million
doses of Sputnik V in Brazil in the
first quarter of this year.
Russia’s RDIF sovereign
wealth fund, which is promoting
Sputnik globally, on Sunday said
that Anvisa had requested additional information that would
be provided shortly.
Its statement said that such
requests from regulators were
standard procedure and do not
mean the registration bid has
been rejected. It also said that
legislation going through the
Brazilian Senate, if approved,
would allow use of vaccines
approved by other countries.
Moscow has approved
Sputnik for Russian domestic
use, though clinical trials there
have not yet been completed.
Anvisa officials had previously said that the Sputnik V
vaccine would have to be submitted to Phase III clinical
trials in Brazil before its use
could be authorised.
Anvisa said on Saturday
that any applicant requesting
emergency use authorisation
must show that the vaccine
would deliver long-term safety
and effectiveness.
The regulator is expected
to make a decision on Sunday
about authorising emergency
use of vaccines developed by
China’s Sinovac and Britain’s
AstraZeneca.

Kremlin critic Alexei
Navalny was swiftly
detained when he
showed his passport
to border guards
before formally
entering Russia,
witnesses said.
His wife, Yulia, his
spokeswoman, and
his lawyer were
allowed to enter
Russia.
said it would do everything to
arrest him once he returned,
accusing him of flouting the
terms of a suspended prison sentence for embezzlement, a 2014
case he says was trumped up.
But the 44-year-old opposition politician laughed and
joked with journalists on his
plane, saying he was not afraid
and did not believe he would be
arrested.

In the event, he was swiftly
detained when he showed his
passport to border guards
before formally entering Russia,
witnesses said.
His wife, Yulia, his spokeswoman, and his lawyer were
allowed to enter Russia.
FSIN said in a statement
Navalny had been detained due
to the alleged violations of his
suspended prison sentence and
would be held in custody until
a court hearing later this month
that will rule whether to convert
his suspended sentence into a
real 3.5 jail term.
Navalny, one of Putin’s most
prominent domestic critics,
faces potential trouble in three
other criminal cases too, all of
which he says are politically
motivated.
Navalny says Putin was
behind his poisoning. The
Kremlin denies involvement,
says it has seen no evidence that
he was poisoned, and that he
was free to return to Russia.
Navalny says the Kremlin is
afraid of him.
The Kremlin, which only
refers to him as the “Berlin

Russian opposition leader Alexei Navalny and his wife Yulia Navalnaya walk out of a plane after arriving
at Sheremetyevo airport in Moscow, Russia, yesterday.

patient,” laughs that off. Putin
allies point to opinion polls that
show the Russian leader is far
more popular than Navalny,
whom they call a blogger rather
than a politician.
European Union members
Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia
called for the “imposition of
restrictive measures” against
Russia following Navalny’s arrest.
Navalny took a flight

operated by Russian airline
Pobeda, owned by state-controlled Aeroflot.
His supporters gathered at
Moscow’s Vnukovo airport
despite a forecast of bitterly cold
minus 22 Celsius weather and
over 4,500 new coronavirus
cases a day in the Russian capital.
The authorities’ decision to
switch airports to Sheremetyevo
airport, ostensibly for technical

Mexico publishes edited probe of exonerated general
AP — MEXICO CITY

One day after Mexico angered
US officials by publishing an
entire 751-page US case file
against former Defence
Secretary Salvador Cienfuegos,
the Mexican prosecutors who
exonerated him released their
own version — but with so
many pages wholly blacked out
it was almost impossible to tell
what they’d found.
The report released yesterday by the Mexican Attorney
General’s Office included a 226page stretch with every page
blacked out, followed shortly
thereafter by a 275-page stretch
of blacked-out pages.
In the few sections with less
redacting, all names and images
were blacked out.
The officials appeared to be
struggling to control the damage

to the reputation of the justice
system after prosecutors took
just five days to completely
absolve retired General Cienfuegos of US allegations, backed
by years of investigation, that
he aided drug traffickers in
return for bribes.
President Andrés Manuel
López Obrador on Saturday dismissed the US case as “fabricated” and his government
released the documentation US
prosecutors sent when they
released Cienfuegos as a diplomatic concession to Mexico and
sent him to face investigation
at home.
The US Department of
Justice said releasing the full
report of evidence violated a
legal assistance treaty and
called into question whether the
US can continue to share
information.

That further embittered
security relations strained by
the Mexican government’s
decision to restrict US agents
and remove their immunity
even after Cienfuegos was
returned home rather than
facing trial in the US.
The president said that
while many Mexicans see US
courts as “the good judges,
flawless... in this case, with all
respect, those that did this
investigation did not act with
professionalism.”
In the newly released
Mexican report, what little was
visible appeared to have
involved asking the army to
investigate whether the accusations were credible, and
relying on what Cienfuegos officially declared in income.
For example, one of the few
legible documents is a report by

an army communications
officer (name redacted) saying
that no Army BlackBerries had
been officially assigned to Cienfuegos or anyone else.
The 751-page file that US
authorities shared with Mexico
consists largely of intercepted
BlackBerry
messenger
exchanges between since-slain
traffickers describing dealings
with a person they identify as
Cienfuegos, often referring to
him by the nickname “The
Godfather.”
López Obrador has leaned
heavily on the military for a
wide range of projects well
beyond security and his government apparently reacted to
military outrage at Cienfuegos’
arrest, complaining they had
not been briefed adequately on
the case by US officials
beforehand.

Guatemala blocks part of Honduran migrants caravan
AP — GUATEMALA CITY

Guatemalan soldiers blocked
part of a caravan of as many
as 9,000 Honduran migrants
Saturday at a point not far
from where they entered the
country seeking to reach the
US border.
The soldiers, many
wearing helmets and wielding
shields and sticks, formed
ranks across a highway in
Chiquimula, near the Honduras border, to block the procession of migrants.
Guatemala’s immigration
agency distributed a video
showing a couple of hundred
men scuffling with soldiers,
pushing and running through
their lines, even as troops held
hundreds more back.
Guatemalan President Alejandro Giammattei issued a
statement calling on Honduran
authorities “to contain the mass
exit of its inhabitants.”
On Friday, the migrants
entered Guatemala by pushing
past about 2,000 police and soldiers posted at the border; most
entered without showing the
negative coronavirus test that
Guatemala requires.
“The government of Guatemala regrets this violation of
national sovereignty and calls

Vaccines from the West, Russia
or China? Or none at all? That
dilemma faces nations in southeastern Europe, where coronavirus vaccination campaigns are
off to a slow start — overshadowed by heated political
debates and conspiracy theories.
In countries like the Czech
Republic, Serbia, Bosnia,
Romania and Bulgaria, vaccine
skeptics have included former

presidents and even some
doctors. Serbian tennis champion
Novak Djokovic was among
those who said he did not want
to be forced to get inoculated.
False beliefs that the coronavirus is a hoax or that vaccines would inject microchips
into people have spread in the
countries that were formerly
under harsh Communist rule.
Those who once routinely
underwent mass inoculations
are deeply split over whether

Cienfuegos was arrested in
Los Angeles in October, but the
US government dropped its
charges against him in
November after Mexican officials threatened to restrict US
agents.
The released US documents
include purported intercepted
text messages between the
leader of the H-2 cartel based
in the Pacific coast state of
Nayarit and a top aide, who
allegedly served as go-between
with the general.
In one exchange, Daniel
Silva Garate told his boss, Juan
Francisco Patrón Sánchez, that
he’d been picked up by men
with short, military-style
haircuts and was taken to
Defense Department headquarters in Mexico City for a
meeting
with
“The
Godfather.”

Mexico sees
second straight
day of 20,000
virus cases
AP — MEXICO CITY

Hondurans taking part in a new caravan of migrants set to head to the United States, clash with
Guatemalan soldiers as they try to cross into Guatemalan territory, in Vado Hondo, yesterday.

on the governments of Central
America to take measures to
avoid putting their inhabitants
at risk amid the health emergency due to the pandemic,”
Giammattei’s statement
continued.
Guatemala has set up
almost a dozen control points
on highways, and may start
busing more migrants back to
Honduras, as it has done before,

arguing they pose a risk to
themselves and others by travelling during the coronavirus
pandemic.
Governments throughout
the region have made it clear
they will not let the caravan
through.
Mexico continued to drill
thousands of National Guard
members and immigration
agents on its southern border,

in a show of force meant to to
discourage the caravan from
crossing into Mexico.
On Friday night, two groups of
more than 3,000 Honduran
migrants each pushed their way
into Guatemala without registering, part of a larger migrant
caravan that had left the Honduran
city of San Pedro Sula before dawn.
A third group entered Guatemala
on Saturday.

Vaccine scepticism hurts East European anti-virus efforts
AP — BELGRADE

reasons, thwarted them.
OVD-Info, a monitoring
group, said police had detained
53 people in Moscow and five
in St Petersburg.
The Moscow prosecutor’s
office, which had officially
warned 15 pro-Navalny organisers, had said meeting him en
masse was illegal because it was
not sanctioned by the
authorities.

to get the vaccines at all.
“There is a direct link between
support for conspiracy theories
and skepticism toward vaccination,” a recent Balkan study
warned. “A majority across the
region does not plan to take the
vaccine, a ratio considerably
lower than elsewhere in Europe,
where a majority favors taking the
vaccine.” Only about 200,000
people applied for the vaccine in
Serbia, a country of 7 million, in
the days after authorities opened

the procedure. By contrast, one
million Serbians signed up for
$120 on the first day the government offered the pandemic
aid.
Hoping to encourage vaccinations, Serbian officials have
gotten their shots on TV. Yet they
themselves have been split over
whether to get the Western-made
Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine or Russia’s Sputnik V, more divisions in
a country that is formally seeking
European Union membership but

where many favour closer ties
with Moscow.
“Serbs prefer the Russian
vaccine,” read a recent headline
of the Informer, a pro-government tabloid, as officials
announced that 38 percent of
those who have applied to take
the shots favor the Russian
vaccine, while 31 percent want
the Pfizer-BioNTech version —
a rough division among proRussians and pro-Westerners
in Serbia.

Mexico posted its second
straight day of more than
20,000 coronavirus cases
Saturday, suggesting a surge
in a country already struggling
in many areas with overflowing hospitals.
There were 20,523 newly
confirmed cases on Saturday,
after 21,366 infections were
reported Friday. That was
about double the daily rate of
increase just a week ago.
Reporting normally declines
on weekends, suggesting next
week may bring even higher
numbers.
The country also recorded
1,219 more deaths, a
near-record.
The country has now seen
almost 1.63 million total infections and has registered over
140,000 deaths so far in the
pandemic.
The country’s extremely
low testing rate means that is
an undercount, and official
estimates suggest the real
death toll is closer to 195,000.
Teams
vaccinating
frontline health care workers
administered about 25,000
shots on Saturday, bring the
total so far to over 463,000.
The numbers are still inadequate for the 750,000 frontline
health care workers, each of
whom will require two doses.
Mexico has reported
severe reactions to the Pfizer
vaccine in 24 people, of whom
six remain hospitalised.
In Mexico City, the current
center of the pandemic in
Mexico, 88 percent of hospital
beds are full. Mexico has pinned
much of its hopes on cheaper,
easier-to-handle vaccines
made by China’s CanSino.
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Law enforcement officials brace for protests
REUTERS — LANSING, ATLANTA

Law enforcement officials
battened down statehouses
across the country yesterday in
anticipation of potentially
violent protests by Trump
supporters who believe the
baseless claim that electoral
fraud robbed the president of a
second term.
More than a dozen states
have activated National Guard
troops to help secure their
capitol buildings following an
FBI warning of armed protests,
with right-wing extremists
emboldened by the deadly
attack on the US Capitol in
Washington on January 6.
Security officials have eyed
Sunday as the first major flashpoint, as that is when the antigovernment “boogaloo”
movement made plans weeks
ago to hold rallies in all 50
states.
Capitals in battleground
states, where Trump has
directed his accusations of voter
fraud, were on especially high
alert.
But by midday, only a few
demonstrators had taken to the
streets alongside hundreds of
law enforcement officers and
media personnel.
Four protesters with long
rifles stood outside Michigan’s
capitol in Lansing yesterday,
one wearing fatigue pants, a

Parched California
braces for winter
fire season
and blackouts
BLOOMBERG — SACRAMENTO

California utilities are warning
they may need to cut power to
almost 300,000 homes and
businesses to prevent live
wires from sparking wildfires
as high winds are set to sweep
through the drought-weary
state.
Edison International’s
Southern California Edison
said 278,572 customers in six
counties near Los Angeles face
blackouts within 48 hours due
to a forecast of a strong Santa
Ana wind event.
The utility still had 55 customers switched off, in Los
Angeles County, yesterday,
according to Southern California Edison’s website.
PG&E Corporation warned
that it may need to cut service
starting today to about 22,000
customers living in the
southern part of the state’s
Central Valley and Sierra
Nevada foothills.
During a regular winter,
public safety power shutoffs
“would not be under consideration, but this winter has
been anything but normal,”
PG&E meteorologists said on
the utility’s website.
Only 22 percent of the
average rainfall this winter has
fallen in the southern Sierra,
they said.
High winds, along with low
humidity that has dried brush
and grasses making them
easier to burn, will create
critical conditions today and
tomorrow, the US Storm Prediction Center said in a forecast.
There was a less severe elevated risk for yesterday.
While the winter months
usually mark California’s rainy
season, much of the state
remains gripped by drought
conditions, according to the US
Drought Monitor.

More than a dozen
states have activated
National Guard troops
to help secure their
capitol buildings
following an FBI
warning of armed
protests, with rightwing extremists
emboldened by
the deadly attack
on the US Capitol
in Washington on
January 6.
brown tactical vest and a blue
Hawaiian shirt and another
wearing a Trump t-shirt and
fatigue pants as he held a “Don’t
tread on me” flag.
One of them was Duncan
Lemp, a cook from Michigan
who is involved with the
boogaloo boys movement and
was wearing an American flag
face mask.
He said he believed the
election was fraudulent, but he
had not come on Sunday to start
a fight. Instead, he said he
wanted to encourage a peaceful,
unified anti-government stance
and to stand up for his right to
bear arms.

“The goal is unification of
left and right, both sides, no
reason to fight,” Lemp said.
“Why can’t the people, left and
right, get along and stop the
government from overreaching,
oppressing us?” Nearby, crews
had blocked off streets and
office buildings in Lansing had
boarded up their windows in
anticipation of potential
violence.
In Atlanta, several hundred
law enforcement officers and
National Guard troops milled
around Georgia’s state house
early yesterday. Chain-link
fences and cement barriers protected the Capitol grounds and
multiple armored vehicles were
stationed nearby.
In addition to increasing
police presence, some states,
including Pennsylvania, Texas
and Kentucky, have taken the
further step of closing their
capitol grounds to the public.
It is just days until Wednesday’s Inauguration Day, when
Democrat Joe Biden will be
sworn in as president amid
extraordinary security efforts
in Washington, DC.
The nationwide security
scramble followed the attack on
the US Capitol in Washington
by a mix of extremists and
Trump supporters, some of
whom called for the death of
Vice President Mike Pence as
he presided over the

Police officers receive instructions as they secure the area near the Capitol ahead of US Presidentelect Joe Biden’s inauguration, in Washington, DC, US, yesterday.

certification of Biden’s election
victory.
The FBI and other federal
agencies have warned of the
potential for future violence
leading up to the inauguration,
as white supremacists and other
extremists look to exploit frustration among Trump supporters who have bought into
falsehoods about electoral
fraud.

Scattered shortages of COVID-19
vaccines persisted on Saturday
under pressure from growing
demand, as previously inoculated Americans returned for
their required second shots and
millions of newly eligible people
scrambled to get their first.
The supply gaps, coming as
the US vaccination effort enters
its second month, prompted
some healthcare systems to
suspend appointments for firsttime vaccine seekers and one
New York healthcare system to
cancel a slew of existing ones.
“As eligibility increases, you

Pennsylvania Lightfoot Militia,
said his group had no plans to
be in Harrisburg this weekend,
where the Capitol has been fortified with barricades and will
be protected by hundreds of
members of its National Guard.
“We’ve got our own communities to worry about,”
Gardner said earlier this week.
“We don’t get involved in
politics.”

In inaugural address, Biden will appeal for national unity
AP — WASHINGTON

President-elect Joe Biden will
deliver an appeal for national
unity when he is sworn in on
Wednesday and plans immediate moves to combat the
coronavirus pandemic and
undo some of President Donald
Trump’s most controversial
policies, his incoming chief of
staff said yesterday.
Biden intends a series of
executive actions in his first
hours after his inauguration, an
opening salvo in what is shaping
up as a 10-day blitz of steps to
reorient the country without
waiting for Congress, aide Ron
Klain said.
Klain told CNN’s State of the
Union that Biden, in his inaugural address to the nation, will
deliver “a message of moving
this country forward. A message
of unity. A message of getting
things done.”
Biden will end Trump’s
restriction on immigration to

the US from some Muslimmajority countries, move to
rejoin the Paris climate accord
and mandate mask-wearing on
federal property and during
interstate travel.
Those are among roughly a
dozen actions Biden will take
on his first day in the White
House, incoming chief of staff
Ron Klain said on Saturday in a
memo to senior staff.
Other actions include
extending the pause on student
loan payments and actions
meant to prevent evictions and
foreclosures for those struggling
during the pandemic.
“These executive actions
will deliver relief to the millions
of Americans that are struggling
in the face of these crises,” Klain
said in the memo. “Presidentelect Biden will take action —
not just to reverse the gravest
damages of the Trump administration — but also to start
moving our country forward.”
Incoming White House

communications director Kate
Bedingfield said Biden would
use his address to the American
people to appeal to those frustrated by the rancor of Washington and to explain how his
administration will tackle the
nation’s challenges.
“I think you can expect that
this will be a moment where
President-elect Biden will really
work to try to turn the page on
the divisiveness and the hatred
over the last four years and
really lay out a positive, optimistic vision for the country,
and lay out a way — lay out a
path forward that really calls on
all of us to work together,” she
told Fox News Sunday.
Despite the flurry of
expected executive action, “full
achievement” of Biden’s goals
will require Congress to act,
Klain said memo, and that
includes the $1.9 trillion virus
relief bill that Biden outlined
last Thursday. Klain said that
Biden would also propose a

comprehensive immigration bill
to lawmakers on his first day in
office.
Some lawmakers have
already balked at the aid bill’s
price tag, and immigration
overhaul efforts over the past
decade and a half have all
stalled in Congress. Still, Klain
expressed optimism.
“I think there are people in
both parties we can work with
to move this agenda forward,”
Klain said yesterday, noting
voters elected a 50-50 Senate,
where Vice-President-elect
Kamala Harris will serve as the
tie-breaking vote. “We’re going
to have to find ways to get Democrats and Republicans to work
together to get things done.”
Providing a path to citizenship for millions of immigrants in the US illegally will be
part of Biden’s agenda, according
to people briefed on his plans.
Ali Noorani, president of the
National Immigration Forum
and among those briefed, said

immigrants would be put on an
eight-year path. There would
be a faster track for those in the
Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals program, which shields
people from deportation who
came to the US as children, and
for those from strife-torn countries with temporary status.
On Thursday, the new president’s second day in office,
Biden would sign orders related
to the COVID-19 outbreak
aimed at reopening schools and
businesses and expanding virus
testing, Klain said. The following day, Friday, will see
action on providing economic
relief to those suffering the economic costs of the pandemic.
In the following week, Klain
said, Biden would take additional actions relating to
criminal justice reform, climate
change and immigration including a directive to speed
the reuniting of families separated at the US-Mexico border
under Trump’s policies.

Harris to resign her
Senate seat today
AP — WILMINGTON

Pence visits Naval Air Station
US Vice-President Mike Pence visiting Naval Air Station Lemoore in Lemoore, California, US, on Saturday.

Vaccine supply strain to meet wider eligibility, 2nd doses
REUTERS — NEW YORK

It was not clear whether the
FBI warning and ramped up
security presence around the
country might lead some protesters to stay at home.
Some militias and extremist
groups have told followers to
stay home this weekend, citing
the increased security or the
risk that the planned events
were law enforcement traps.
Bob Gardner, leader of the

just increase demand, but we’re
not able to increase supply,”
Northwell Health spokesman
Joe Kemp said by telephone.
Northwell, New York’s
largest healthcare provider,
offers appointments only as it
gets more vaccine, and only
after allocating doses to people
scheduled for their second
shots, Kemp said.
Although the supply flow
has been sporadic, Northwell
expects to offer appointments
in the coming week, he added.
Both approved vaccines, one
from Pfizer Inc and BioNTech
and the other from Moderna Inc,
require a booster three to four

weeks after the first shot to maximise their effectiveness against
the coronavirus.
While healthcare workers
and nursing home residents and
staff got first priority, eligibility
for the vaccines has since
widened, with some states
opening it to healthy people aged
65 and up and people of any age
with pre-existing conditions.
Besides New York, signs of
vaccine supply strains appeared
in Vermont, Michigan, South
Carolina, New Jersey and Oregon.
In Oregon, Governor Kate
Brown said vaccinations for
seniors and educators would be
delayed, while Vermont

Governor Phil Scott said the
state would focus exclusively
on its over-75 population
because of “unpredictable”
federal supplies.
“Rather than over-promising a limited supply to a broad
population that we know we
can’t vaccinate all at once, we
believe our strategy will get
shots in arms faster and more
efficiently, with less loss of life,”
Scott said on Twitter.
New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo said last week
that the looser requirements
would make 7 million of New
York’s 19 million residents eligible for inoculations.

Vice-President-elect Kamala
Harris will resign her Senate
seat today, two days before she
and President-elect Joe Biden
are inaugurated.
Aides to the California
Democrat confirmed the timing
and said Governor Gavin
Newsom was aware of her
decision, clearing the way for
him to appoint fellow Democrat Alex Padilla, now California’s secretary of state, to serve
the final two years of Harris’
term.
Padilla will be the first
Latino senator from California,
where about 40 percent of residents are Hispanic. Newsom
announced his choice in
December, following intense
lobbying for the rare Senate
vacancy from the nation’s most
populous state.
Harris will give no farewell
Senate floor speech. The Senate
is not scheduled to reconvene
until tomorrow, the eve of
Inauguration Day.
Padilla’s arrival, along
with Harris becoming the
Senate’s presiding officer
when she’s sworn-in as vicepresident, is part of Democrats’ upcoming Senate
majority. But the party still
needs Sentaors-elect Jon
Ossoff and Raphael Warnock
of Georgia to be certified as
victors in their January 5 elections and then be sworn in.
Harris will be the first Black
woman and first woman of
South Asian descent to serve as

vice-president, but her Senate
departure leaves the chamber’s
roster without a Black woman.
Harris was just the second
Black woman senator, winning
her California election 17 years
after Democrat Carol Moseley
Braun finished a single term
representing Illinois.
Among many potential successors to Harris, Newsom
passed over at least two prominent Black women, US Representatives Karen Bass and
Barbara Lee. Bass also was
among Biden’s finalists for
running mate.
Democrats were in the
minority during Harris’ four
years on Capitol Hill. Perhaps
her biggest mark came as a
fierce questioner of judicial
nominees and other witnesses
as a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Harris was viewed as a
future presidential candidate
almost immediately upon
joining the Senate in 2017. She
announced her White House
bid in January 2019 but
dropped out the subsequent
December after a lackluster
campaign and before the
ballots were cast in Iowa’s firstin-the-nation caucuses.
The wins by Ossoff and
Warnock in Georgia ensured a
50-50 Senate, positioning
Harris as the tie-breaking vote
for Democratic control. But
Ossoff and Warnock cannot
join the chamber until Georgia
Secretary of State Brad
Raffensperger certifies the final
vote tally.
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Teens tutor peers online to fill need during pandemic
AP — SANTA FE
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When her suburban Dallas high
school was forced to move
online last spring because of
the coronavirus pandemic,
Charvi Goyal realised that the
schoolmates she’d been informally tutoring between classes
would still need extra help but
wouldn’t necessarily be able to
get it. So she took her tutoring
online, as well.
Goyal, a 17-year-old high
school junior from Plano,
roped in three classmates to
create TutorScope, a free
tutoring service run by high
schoolers for other kids,
including younger ones. What
started with a handful of
instructors helping friends’ siblings in their hometown has
blossomed into a group of 22
tutors from Texas, Arizona, and
Ohio that has helped more than
300 students from as far away
as South Korea.
“I could foresee that
schools were going to go
virtual. And with that there
were a couple of problems
because the interactions
between students and students,
and students and teachers
would be weakened,” Goyal
said.
TutorScope provides the

one-on-one support that
teachers have traditionally
given while roving the aisles of
their classrooms but now often
can’t because of the time and
technology constraints posed
by online schooling.
On a night near the end of
the fall semester, tutor Avi
Bagchi worked with 7-year-old
twins Monika and Massey
Newman on a reading comprehension lesson about discerning between fact and
opinion. During their half-hour
video chat, the 16-year-old
Plano High School student provided the children from nearby
Corinth with examples — it’s a
fact that the pen is red but an
opinion if one doesn’t like it —
and reined them in when they
got off topic a bit: Can’t it be a
fact that someone holds an
opinion? “I love candy. That’s
a fact...” said Massey, “...
because it’s true,” he and his
sister said in unison.
Their mother, social worker
Sarah Newman, said the twins’
TutorScope sessions have been
really helpful and have freed
up her and her 17-year-old son
to focus on their own work.
“With these tutors, I realize
they have time,” she said. “I
think they are very patient with
these younger kids, which I do

Goyal, a 17-year-old high
school junior from Plano,
roped in three classmates
to create TutorScope, a
free tutoring service run
by high schoolers for
other kids, including
younger ones.

not even have as a mother. I
have patience in other things,
(but) I don’t have patience in
the teaching.” Newman discovered TutorScope a few
weeks into the fall semester on
Nextdoor, a neighborhoodbased social media app, and
signed up her twins for sessions, which can be up to an
hour each week per subject.
“At the time I was even
looking for tutoring for them,
like private tutoring, and every
spot that I hit was too costly for
those two kids. I’m like, I can’t
afford it,” Newman said.
TutorScope isn’t the first
nonprofit to offer online
tutoring and is just one of the
workarounds people have
come up with to educate kids
during the pandemic, from a
teacher in Nigeria who grades
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Rodin Museum
sculpture garden
reopens to public
There is a ray of light for
Parisians who, like the rest of
the French nation this
weekend, begin to observe a
tightened coronavirus curfew:
The famous Rodin Museum
sculpture gardens is reopening
to visitors.
Though the rococo
museum, showcasing the
world’s largest collection of
Rodin sculptures, remains
closed, visitors are now able
to enter the sculpture-filled
surrounding gardens that
overlooked the gold dome of
Les Invalides monument. They
had been shuttered since
November and reopened
Saturday.
Now, the pink viburnum is
in bloom, and forsythia buds
poke out between the bronze
forms.
“It’s fantastic,” Matthew
Cordell, an American resident
of Paris, said yesterday.

the signup process.
The tutors, for their part,
get experience that will look
great on a college or job application - no small thing with
many other extracurriculars
shelved during the pandemic.
They also get a sense of
whether they might want to
teach full-time or run a
business or an NGO someday.
New tutors undergo limited
training: they watch recordings
of tutoring sessions. But Goyal’s
main request from prospective
volunteers is a passion for
helping the kids they tutor
progress.
“Our system is pretty
scalable. The only thing we
really need to manage (2,000)
students would be more
tutors,” Goyal said.
Although the pandemic has
forced many students to retreat
inward, Goyal said working
with others on a big project has
allowed her to look
outwards.
“My confidence level has
increased,” said Goyal, adding
that she’s made friends with
kids from her school whom
she’s never met in person. Furthemore, running a growing
nonprofit “does help with the
boredom” of being stuck at
home, she said.

Beetle keeps rivals off scent
of food buried for offspring

HIGH TIDE
07:53 – 19:37

AP — PARIS

homework from around the
world to a so-called sidewalk
school in Mexico that offers
online instruction to children,
including some stuck at the
border awaiting decisions on
US asylum requests.
What makes the TutorScope effort unique is the bond
between the teenage volunteers and the peers they’re
helping.
“We kind of want to keep
the whole ‘for students by students’ thing really prominent
since it provides a sort of solidarity. Because everyone is
going through the same thing,
you know that your tutor is also
having the same struggles
learning right now that you
are,” Goyal said.
The group accepts donations from adults but limits volunteers to students, including
at least one college undergrad.
Now in their third semester,
the TutorScope board has
secured nonprofit status from
the IRS and persuaded a
software company to give them
free access to a scheduling
platform. Jessica Ding, 16,
manages the website and
parent emails, Angelina Ehara,
17, coordinates public outreach
and social media, and
Kaustubh Sonawane, 16, runs

Lai Chi-wai, a paraplegic climber, attempts to climb the 320-metre tall Nina Tower using only his
upper body strength, in Hong Kong.

In wheelchair, paraplegic Lai Chi-wai
climbs up skyscraper in Hong Kong
REUTERS — HONG KONG

Lai Chi-wai became the first in
Hong Kong to climb more than
250 metres of a skyscraper
while strapped into a wheelchair as he pulled himself up
for more than 10 hours on
Saturday to raise money for
spinal cord patients.
The 37-year-old climber,
whose car accident 10 years ago
left him paralysed from waist
down, could not make it to the top
of the 300 metre-tall Nina Tower
on the Kowloon peninsula.
“I was quite scared,” Lai said.
“Climbing up a mountain, I can
hold onto rocks or little holes, but
with glass, all I can really rely on

is the rope that I’m hanging off.”
The event raised HK$5.2 million
($670,639) in donations.
Lai, prior to 2011, was
crowned Asia champion four
times for rock climbing and at one
point ranked eighth globally.
After his accident, he resumed
climbing by attaching his wheelchair to a pulley system. Five
years ago he ascended the 495metre high Lion Rock mountain,
a local folk culture symbol of
Hong Kong’s strength and grit.
“Apart from just living, I wondered what drives me? So I began
to chase that, knowing that there
was a possibility I could climb
mountains, even in a wheelchair,”
Lai said.

“In a way, I forgot that I was
a disabled person, I could still
dream and I could still do what I
liked doing.” Although he did not
make it to the top of the skyscraper, due to safety concerns,
Lai hoped to send a message.
“Some people don’t understand the difficulties of disabled
people, some people think that
we are always weak, we need
help, we need assistance, we need
people’s pity,” Lai said.
“But, I want to tell everyone,
it doesn’t have to be like that. If a
disabled person can shine, they
can at the same time bring about
opportunity, hope, bring about
light, they don’t have to be viewed
as weak.”

Some beetles go to great - and
disgusting — lengths for their
children.
They scout for a dead mouse
or bird, dig a hole and bury it,
pluck its fur or feathers, roll its
flesh into a ball and cover it in
goop - all to feed their future
offspring.
Now scientists think that goo
might do more than just slow
decay. It also appears to hide the
scent of the decomposing
bounty and boosts another odor
that repels competitors.
“It helps them to hide their
resource from others,” said
Stephen Trumbo, who studies
animal behavior at the University of Connecticut and led
the new research, published
Thursday in The American Naturalist. “They try to keep everyone away.” The beetles —
called burying beetles — aren’t
the only creatures who try to
deceive their competitors or
prey with subtle, sneaky tactics.
Large blue butterflies, for
example, will imitate certain
sounds to manipulate ants.
Corpse flowers produce rotting
odors to attract insect pollinators that feed on decomposing matter.
The importance of these
interactions are being recognized more and more, said Alexandre Figueiredo, a biologist at
University of Zurich, who was
not involved in the new study.
Burying beetles and other
things that feed on dead animals

- including vultures, opossums
and maggots - race each other
to track down carcasses. Competition is stiff even among
burying beetles, which use
special antennae to detect the
remains from afar.
Burying beetles are relatively
large, about an inch long, and
black with orange markings. The
gut secretions they spread on a
carcass are antibacterial, and
slow down decomposition.
Trumbo and his colleagues wondered whether they also prevented rivals from picking up the
scent. To find out, they collected
the gases wafting off dead
hairless mice preserved by a kind
of burying beetle that is found in
forests across North America.
The researchers then compared
the gases to those from
untouched carcasses.
The beetle-prepped ones
gave off much less of an onionsmelling compound that usually
attracts burying beetles to fresh
remains. They also discovered
an increase in another gas from
decay that’s known to deter
other insects that feed on dead
animals.
Next, they dropped off the
dead mice in a Connecticut
forest. They found the beetle’s
rivals were less likely to discover the ones covered in goop.
“If you can deter other scavengers, even for a little bit of
time, it can buy you a lot,” said
Daniel Rozen, a biologist at
Leiden University in the Netherlands who was not involved
in the new study.

Music producer Phil Spector, convicted of murder, dies at 81
REUTERS — LOS ANGELES

Rock producer Phil Spector,
who changed the sound of pop
music in the 1960s with his
“Wall of Sound” recordings and
was convicted of murder for the
2003 murder of a Hollywood
actress, has died at age 81 of
COVID-19, according to authorities and media reports.
Spector produced 20 top 40
hits between 1961 and 1965 and
went on to work with the
Beatles on “Let It Be,” as well
as Leonard Cohen, the
Righteous Brothers and Ike and
Tina Turner.
He was diagnosed with
COVID-19 four weeks ago and
transferred to a hospital from
his prison cell, where he had
been serving a 19 years-to-life
sentence for the murder of
actress Lana Clarkson, the
Daily Mail newspaper said.
In a brief statement, the
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation said
Spector died of natural causes
at an outside hospital, and that

his official cause of death will
be determined by the medical
examiner in the San Joaquin
County Sheriff’s Office.
Clarkson, 40, was killed by
a shot to the mouth, fired from
Spector’s gun in the foyer of his
mock castle home outside Los
Angeles on February 3, 2003.
The two met hours earlier at a
Hollywood club.
Spector was convicted of
second-degree murder in a
second trial, after the first trial
deadlocked in 2007. The case
drew worldwide interest
because Spector was widely
known as a rock music pioneer.
In 1989, he was inducted into
the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame.
He began his career as a
performer, recording a hit
single as a teen with his band
the Teddy Bears, but found his
true calling as the producing
genius behind 1960s girl groups
such as Crystals and the
Ronettes.
His signature production
technique was the “Wall of
Sound,” which layered pop and

even classical instruments into
a full, lush sound that was new
to pop records. He called it “a
Wagnerian approach to rock &
roll: little symphonies for the
kids.” By the late 1970s Spector,
who once said he had “devils
that fight inside me,” had
become something of a recluse,
retreating behind the walls of
his 33-room hilltop mansion
near Los Angeles where
Clarkson was killed years later.
Prosecutors charged
Spector with murder despite
his assertions that Clarkson,
star of such films as “Barbarian
Queen” and “Amazon Women
on the Moon,” had shot herself
for reasons he could not grasp.
He told Esquire magazine
in an interview that Clarkson
had “kissed the gun” in a
bizarre suicide.
Spector had a troubled
early life. His father committed
suicide, his sister spent time in
mental institutions and Spector
suffered bouts of severe
depression.
Spector
had
a

long-standing reputation for
gunplay. He carried a pistol and
a biographer said he often
placed it on the recording
console as he worked. He
reportedly fired a shot in the
studio during an acrimonious
recording session with John
Lennon.
Born Harvey Phillip Spector
on December 26, 1939, he grew
up in New York City and formed
the Teddy Bears with three high
school friends. They scored a hit
single in 1958 with a song titled
after the inscription on his
father’s headstone: “To Know
Him Is to Love Him.” The Teddy
Bears had little other chart
success and disbanded the following year, allowing Spector to
shift from performing to working
behind the scenes at the dawn
of the ‘60s. He teamed with
songwriters Jerry Leiber and
Mike Stoller, co-writing the Ben
E. King hit “Spanish Harlem,”
playing guitar on the Drifters’
“On Broadway” and producing
several top 10 hits.
In 1961 Spector and

Music producer Phil Spector is pictured wearing a variety of wigs
during his murder trial in this combination image.

promoter Lester Sill formed
Philles Records, issuing singles
with what was becoming his
trademark sound but also
albums such as the perennial
holiday favourite, “A Christmas
Gift for You.” Spector signed Ike
and Tina Turner in 1966 and
released what he considered one
of his masterpieces - the powerful “River Deep, Mountain
High” — but it reached only No.
88 on the US charts.

For a time, Spector turned
his back on the record business,
marrying Ronettes singer
Veronica “Ronnie” Bennett, who
would later say he was abusive,
possessive and made her a
virtual captive in their home.
Spector returned in 1969,
signing a production deal with
A&M Records and working with
Lennon on his hit single “Instant
Karma” and with the Beatles on
the “Let It Be” album.

